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Abstract
Serially sectioned eyes were used to construct retinal topography
2
maps depicting cell density/visual degree across the retina for
ganglion cells and for photoreceptor types (red and green rods, double
and single cones) for four species of frog and two species of toad.
The results indicate that significant differences in the shape and
location of the area retinalis exist not only between these families
but also among the different species within a family. The more aquatic
frogs (Rana catesbiana and Rana clamitans) have a horizontal, linear-
band area
,
while the areae of the more terrestrial frogs (Rana pipiens
and Rana palustris) and the terrestrial toads ( Bufo americanus and
Bufo marinus) are characterized by horizontal, elliptical-bands about
a superior-temporal or central region of high cell density. Further,
all six species have regions of high cell density that appear to be
directed towards the anterior binocular field; and at least one species
(Rana catesbiana) has a second high density region that appears to be
directed towards the posterior binocular field.
The results likewise indicate that differences in the photoreceptor
distribution exist, not only between frogs and toads, but also within
each of the families. Of special interest is the fact that the 575nm
cone accounts for the largest percentage of the increased photoreceptor
density within the area retinalis . This increase in 575nm cone popu-
lation is brought about primarily by an increase in the single cones in
the ranid species, but by the double cones in the bufonid species.
The data further indicates the possible existence of another
photoreceptor element in the retinas of these anurans
,
although it
may not be a unique class, but may be the transformed remnant of the
accessory member of the double cone.
Finally, the data suggest that as the retina expands during growth
to accommodate the increasing eye size, it does so in a disproportional
manner. The final consequence of this is that the cell density/visual
2degree within the area retinalis does not remain constant, but appears
to increase with the increased retinal growth.
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1Because of their supposedly simple and extremely stereotyped
behavior, anurans (frogs and toads) have served as convenient working
models in studies seeking to correlate the visually-guided behavior
of amphibians with the neural information received, especially from
the retina. However, even though the retinas of all anurans are
reported to contain basically the same types of photoreceptors--green
and red rods, single and double cones--(Walls
,
1942; Duke-Elder, 1962)
there is considerable evidence that species differences do exist in
terms of (1) total visual fields available to both eyes (Fite, 1973),
(2) the proposed area retinalis "*" (Slonaker, 1897; Duke-Elder, 1962;
Fite, 1973) and (3) and more significantly, in the retinal receptor
distributions (Fite and Carey, 1973). These species differences may
account for the behavioral differences reported, especially with regard
to orienting and prey-catching behavior (Fite, 1973) and the presence
or absence of color vision in anurans (Thomas, 1953; Muntz, 1963;
Chapman, 1966; Jaeger and Hailman, 1971).
Earlier studies, such as the one by Pearse (1910), showed that
amphibians are strongly phototactic and that this behavior is most
readily released in the presence of blue light. Investigators using
I
Walls (1942) points out that the term "area centralis ," most used^
in the literature when describing the area of increased cell density
in the retina, is misleading since it does not necessarily occur
near the center of the eye. For this reason, the term
"area
retinalis" will be used in lieu of the term
"area centralis ."
2urodeles (Muntz, 1963) and anurans (Chapman, 1966 ; Jaeger and Hailman,
1971) have demonstrated that species containing green rods were photo-
positive to white light and showed a "blue preference." Those species
lacking green rods were found to be photonegative
,
showing no discernible
color discrimination or preference. These investigators have ascer-
tained that the green rod is involved in dichromatic color vision and
in the "blue preference" observed in species of amphibians. Photo-
chemical and anatomical examinations of the receptors of these animals
have further verified that the green rod maximally absorbs the light of
short wavelengths with a peak absorption of 433nm (Denton and Wylie,
1955; Donner and Reuter, 1962; Enoch, 1963; Dartnall, 1966; Miller and
Snyder, 1972). Recently, Reuter and Virtanen (1972) reported that
80 percent of the frog's ganglion cells receive input from both green
rods and cones and appear to show some kind of opponent-color inter-
actions. Moreover, Goldstein and Wolf (1973) report that the green-
rod pigment regenerates in isolated frog retina as does the principal-
cone pigment. These authors support Renter's suggestion that green
rods "show several cone-like features" (Reuter, 1969) and that green
rods may serve a function similar to the blue-sensitive cones found in
goldfish and primate retinas.
The significance of the role that the green rods may play in
mediating color vision in amphibians is called into serious question,
however, by reports from several investigators using toads. The most
recent of these by Thomas (1953), using behavioral measurements on
Bufo bufo and Bufo calamita, showed no evidence of color discrimination.
3However, although green rods are generally found in the family Bufonidae
no histology was reported on these species concerning distribution of
photoreceptor types. Also, Denton and Pirenne (1952, 1954) reported
that Xenopus is found to be photonegat ive with no observable ability
to discriniinate short wavelengths, even though its retina does contain
green rods. This raises doubts that the relationship between green
rods and color vision is a simple one. In fact, color vision in these
animals may not depend on just the presence of green rods in the retina,
but possibly on their relationship to the distribution of the other
2
retinal elements, especially the cones.
Most of the reported quantitative data concerning receptor distri-
butions has come mainly from examinations of a few selected areas in
the retinas of several species of frog with an implicit assumption
that retinal distributions are identical for different species (See
Nilsson, 1964) and leading to the conflicting reports in the literature
by Denton and Wylie (1955), Nilsson (1964), and Dartnall (1966). How-
ever, no quantitative data concerning receptor distributions across
different retinal meridians have been systematically collected for any
species of frog or toad.
2
Electrophysiological investigations of Reuter and Virtanen (1972) and
of Backs trom and Reuter (1975) have indicated that such a relation-
ship may exist. Their results indicate that the green rod appears to
operate in conjunction with the single cone and with both members of
the double cone in providing chromatic information to the ganglion
cells of the frog.
4Fite and Carey (1973) examined photoreceptor distributiotB for
different retinal meridians (superior, central and inferior) in the
frog, Rana pipiens, and the toad, Bufo americanus
. and found a larger
proportion of green rods and single and double cones than previously
reported. Of greater significance, they found that in the region of
highest ganglion cell density, (assumed to be the area retinalis
,) the
receptor elements do not show identical changes in numbers and the
changes are different for Rana pipiens and Bufo americanus
. In this
preliminary study it was observed that for the photoreceptors of the
toad, the greatest increase is in double cones, while in the frog, the
greatest increase is in the single cones. It is interesting that one
element of the double cone, the principal member, contains a photo-
pigment with an absorption spectrum similar to the single cone (575nm)
,
while the other element, the accessory member, has an absorption
spectrum similar to that of the red rod (502nm)
. Furthermore, although
Tans ley (1965) associates the occurrence of the double cone with
diurnal vision, most other investigators associate its occurrence with
increased scotopic vision (Lyall, 1957; Tamura, 1957; O'Connell, 1963),
thus suggesting a possible retinal difference between these two
families which may be correlated with diurnal vs noctural habits. How-
ever, Fite and Carey made no direct comparisons between the magnitude
of these distributions across species since the retinal sections
counted along the central meridian may not have been from functionally
corresponding parts of the retina (Engstrom, 1963; Palmer, 1912).
Their results, however, clearly showed that species differences do
5exist with respect to photoreceptor distributions and most prominently
in the area retinalis
.
An area retinalis is characterized by a localized thickening of
the retina, showing an increase in the density of photoreceptors, a
marked increase in the thickness of the inner nuclear layer and/or
increase in the ganglion cell layer. These areas are generally in
that part of the retina which has the highest resolving power
(Slonaker, 1897; Walls, 1942; Munk, 1970), are mostly either round,
oval or horizontal band-shaped (Slonaker, 1897; Munk, 1970) and are
often located in such a way that they could be utilized in binocular
vision (Munk, 1970)
.
The anuran area retinalis was first described by Hulke (1864) and
Chievitz (1891), and summarized by Slonaker (1897). Slonaker reported
that all anurans investigated showed an area buildup and that two previous
investigators, Chievitz (1891) in Bufo calamita and Hulke (1864) in
Bufo vulgaris
,
had even found a fovea as well as a round area retinalis .
(These reports of a fovea, however, have not been substantiated by any
other investigators of anurans.) Duke-Elder (1962) further charac-
terized the anuran area retinalis as varied in shape, with a crescent
above the optic disc for most Rana , a circle around the optic disc for
Hyla and Bufo, and a linear band around the disc for Rana esculenta .
The original premise that the area retinalis in anurans was an
area of increased resolving power (Krause, 1875; Slonaker, 1897) was
dismissed by Walls (1942), who instead postulated that it served as an
area of increased sensitivity. This, however, is contrary to the
6structural evidence which strongly suggests that the anatomical
requirements for increased resolving power are present (Fite and Carey,
1973; Carey and Fite, 1974), i.e., increased cone and ganglion cell
densities. Furthermore, Jacobson (1962) demonstrated that the tectal
projections from a horizontal retinal region of Rana temporaria and
Bufo vulgaris occupy a disproportionately large portion of the optic
tectum, and this region correlates topographically with the region of
greatest ganglion cell density of Rana temporaria
.
Unfortunately, no
ganglion cell counts have been made on Bufo vulgaris whose area
retinalis is reported to be markedly different from the area retinalis
of Rana (Slonaker, 1897; Duke-Elder, 1962), thus drastically limiting
the inference of the direct correlation. However, Jacobson's work has
demonstrated the importance of projections to the optic tectum from
specific retinal areas in both the frog and toad studied. Gaze and
Jacobson (1962) further showed that in Rana temporaria this region,
corresponding to the area retinalis , also projects to the corresponding
loci of both the ipsilateral and contralateral optic tecta. Since this
projection was greatest at a point 60 degrees temporal to the optic
axis, they assumed that this retinal region corresponded to the
binocular field directly in front of the animal, thereby making a
3
strong case for a binocular function for the area retinalis also.
Jacobson's determination of the location of the area retinalis
within the retina of Rana temporaria is based on rather flimsy
evidence, and according to his data (Figures 3 and 4) the area
could just as likely have been in the center of the retina as
60 degrees temporal.
7However, no direct measuretrent was taken to determine if the visual
field corresponding to the area retinalis was
, in fact, directly in
front of the frog.
Fite (1973) working with different species of frogs (Rana cates-
biana, Rana clamitans, Rana palustris
. Rana pipiens ) and toads (Bufo
americanus
,
Bufo marinus, Bufo terrestrlus ) found differences both in
the configurations of the binocular and monocular visual fields of
frogs and toads and in the manner in which they orient towards and
strike at prey objects. Of particular interest, is the observation
that toads snap at a prey object only after it is aligned along the
frontal midline, whereas frogs will often snap at a prey object 45 or
more degrees off the midline without any further adjustments in bodily
orientation. Fite suggests that these differences in striking behavior
may be related to different visual fields and locations of the area
retinalis of the frog and toad. Therefore, it is pertinent to know not
only the receptor distribution and configuration of an area retinalis
,
but also to know its location in the retina and what region of visual
space it encompasses,
Munk (1970) states that the horizontal area retinalis that is seen
in aquatic animals is aligned with the horizon, and that this allows
the animal to receive maximum information from the horizontal meridian.
It Is also implied by Munk, but never stated by him or any other
investigator, that as species evolve from an aquatic to a terrestrial
habitat, the area ret inalis also changes from a horizontal band to a
circular or an elliptical area as seen in the terrestrial toads
8(Slonaker, 1897; Duke-Elder, 1962) and more complex vertebrates
(van Buren, 1963; Stone, 1965; Binggell and Paule, 1969). However, no
systematic study has examined how the shape, and possibly the function,
of the area retinalis may vary in animals belonging to the same family
but with different ecological habitats.
The main purpose of the present study was to obtain reliable
measures of the distributions of the various retinal elements (i.e.,
photoreceptor types, ganglion cells, etc.) and to construct retinal
topography maps depicting these distributions. These results for each
species could then be compared to determine if any differences (e.g.,
possible acuity, sensitivity, cone and green rod populations, etc.)
exist among different species or within different families of frogs and
toads and whether these differences may be related to different eco-
logical habitats and behaviors and/or with respect to the degree of
development of different retinal areas. The results obtained from
this study should also prove valuable to future studies seeking to
correlate retinal anatomy with the observed visually-guided behaviors
of anurans.
Method
Subjects
Four species of frog (Rana catesbiana , Rana clamitans , Rana
palustris , and Rana pipiens ) and two species of toad (Bufc americanus
and Bufo marinus ) chosen in accordance with their ecological habitat
were used in the present study. Rana catesbiana and Rana clamitans are
most aquatic, Rana palustris and Rana pipiens are more terrestrial than
9less aquatic and Bufo americanus and Bufo marinus are totally terres-
trial (Wright and Wright, 1964; Dickerson, 1969).
Subjects for the present study were either caught in the area
surrounding Amherst, Massachusetts or obtained from reputable dealers.
Procedure
Under anesthesia, eyes were removed, marked with surgical thread
through the top of the cornea to preserve proper orientation for future
reference, and placed in Heidenhain's Susa fixitive. Following fixation
and dehydration with increasing concentrations of ethyl alcohol (50, 60,
70, 80, 95, and 100 percent), the cornea, lens and vitreous were removed
and the eye embedded in low viscosity nitrocellulose (LVN) according to
the procedure described by Fite (1973) and Sakovich and Burn (1965).
The embedded eyes were then mounted on blocks and cut with a sliding
microtome in transverse sections through either the horizontal, vertical,
or 45^ oblique planes in different eyes of the same species. Sections
were normally cut at either 10 or 20 microns in thickness, although
certain eyes were sectioned at 4, 6, or 8 microns in thickness in order
to obtain thinner sections in the regions of high cell density. An
accurate account of all sections cut was kept in order to insure the
proper placement of each section during the reconstruction of the
retina. Sections from approximately every 100-500 microns through each
retina were stained with Cason*s Malloy Heidenhain modified for retina
and mounted on glass slides. All measurements were made with the aid
of a light microscope and an eyepiece graticule previously calibrated
against a stage micrometer at lOOOX magnification.
Readings of ganglion cells, photoreceptor density, and inner nucl
layer (INL) thickness were taken on non-tangential and countable sec-
tions with the initial distance between the serial sections counted
within a particular eye being no more than 1,000 microns. Subsequent
counts were taken on additional sections within regions of increased
cell density or retinal thickness on sections 100-500 microns apart.
(Refer to Appendix for additional information on sections that were
counted.) Measurements of INL were made as the photoreceptor counts
were taken. INL readings were across the entire INL.^
Ganglion-cell density was measured by counting the ganglion cells
contained in a 100-micron segment of retina, from one ora serrata to
the other at 500-micron intervals. Counts of photoreceptors in the
neighborhood of the ora serrata are not possible since the various
photoreceptors are indistinguishable due to their crowding, bending,
and overlapping of each other. Therefore, counts of photoreceptors
were made as close as possible to each of the ora serratae
. Photo-
receptor measurements were normally made in alternate 70-micron areas
across parts of an entire retinal section, although various other
distances between consecutive counts were used, depending mainly
on the size of the retinal section or the rate of change in the
retinal thickness/density of cells. (Refer to the Appendix for an
4
Measurements were also taken of the retinal thickness at a magni-
fication of 400X in at least one horizontally and one vertically
sectioned retina of each species. Retinal thickness was measured
from the ellipsoids of the red rods to the vitreal end of the
ganglion -cell layer.
11
example of the counts of ganglion cells, photoreceptor density, and INL
thickness obtained from the transverse sections of an eye.)
Photoreceptor and ganglion cell counts were corrected by the
method of Abercrombie (Abercrombie
,
1946) and subsequently converted from
cells/mm into cell density/visual degree^ by the following formula:
"1" l!o»l
N'=N ( Section thickness Visual de^rees^
Section thickness+Cell diameter^ Wea countedxSection thickness^
t
N is the original count and N is the corrected estimate of cell density/
2
visual degree
.
"1" is Abercrombie * s correction and "2" is the ratio
2 2 2of microns in a visual degree of retina to the microns contained in
the region counted (See the Appendix for a more detailed explanation
of the conversion by this formula). Abercrombie *s correction takes
into account the thickness of the section and the average cross-sec-
tional diameter of the cell type being measured and provides an estimate
of the "true" number of cells actually contained within the region
counted. The conversion of densities into terms of cells /visual
2
degree normalizes each retina independently of eye size and thereby
eliminates the confounding variable of different eye sizes within and
between the species. This, therefore, allows for more accurate com-
parisons of the data, especially with respect to comparing the possible
functions of the different retinal regions.
In order to convert microns of retina into terms of visual angle,
a method similar to that of Fite and Carey (1973) was originally used.
In this method, one section from the center of one horizontally and
12
one vertically cut eye of each species was projected through a .icro-
projector and drawn. The projected retinal perimeter in microns and
the geometrically computed angular extent of the retina was then used
to determine the number of microns per visual degree for each of the
species (See the Appendix for further details). This method of com-
puting visual angle of retina has been compared with the perimetric
visual fields described by Fite (1973) and found to be equivalent.
Thereafter, the estimates of visual angle of retina for each species
were obtained from Fite's perimetric visual field maps.
Data reduction was accomplished by programs written by the author
and by the use of the University of Massachusetts' CDC 3600 and CYBER
computer systems.
Results
Description of the Retina
The retinas of the various ranid frogs and bufonid toads are
basically similar in their layering; therefore, only the ranid frogs
will be illustrated. Figure 1 provides an original photograph
illustrating the various layers of the retina of the ranid frog.
The retinal structure is similar to that described by various other
authors (e.g., Walls, 1942; Nilsson, 1946a; Tansley, 1965) with a
distinct separation of both nuclear and plexiform (synaptic) layers.
The outer nuclear layer, which contains the cell bodies of the
photoreceptors, shows a characteristic double-row formation as
described in the literature. The red-rod nuclei are located in
the more scleral position and can be seen actually penetrating the
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 1
Figure 1. Photograph illustrating the different layers of the
retina. POS - photoreceptor outer segments; PCB -
photoreceptor cell bodies; OPL - outer plexiform
layer; INL - inner nuclear layer; IPL - inner
plexiform layer; GCL - ganglion cell layer. The
arrows indicate the OLM outer limiting membrane.

outer limiting membrane. The nuclei of the other photoreceptors^-the
green rod, the single cone, and the double cone-.are located in the
second, more vitreal, position. It should be noted that this double-
row formation may increase to three or more in retinal regions showing
the greatest development. The inner nuclear layer contains the cell
bodies of the horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells. It varies from
two to more than twelve cell layers in thickness depending upon
retinal location. The most vitreal of the cell layers is the ganglion-
cell layer. It is generally reported to be only a single cell in
thickness across the entire retinal extent. However, in regions of
maximum density, this cell layer may become two rows thick. The outer
plexiform layer contains the synaptic endings of the receptors, hori-
zontal cells, and the distal processes of the bipolar cells. This
layer remains relatively constant in thickness throughout the retina.
The inner plexiform layer contains the synaptic processes of the
ganglion cells, amacrine cells and the proximal processes of the
bipolar cells. This layer, like the inner nuclear layer, undergoes
the greatest degree of change in thickness across the retina.
Figure 2 is photographs taken through an entire vertical section
of Figure 1. It illustrates the changes in thickness and density that
occur in the various retinal layers. In going from the superior
periphery to the inferior periphery, it can be seen that the retinal
layers first gradually increase in thickness/density toward the center
of the eye where there is a sudden increase, decrease, and finally a
gradual decrease again into the inferior portion of the retina.
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 2
Photographs taken from different retinal regions
along a vertical section from the retina of Rana
catesbiana illustrating the changes in thickness
and density that occur in the various retinal
layers. The photographs are from regions (a) near
the ora serrata of the superior (dorsal) peripheral
retina, (b) midway between the area retinalis and the
superior ora serrata
,
(c) immediately superior to the
area retinalis
,
(d) within the area retinalis
,
(e)
midway between the area retinalis and the inferior
Qra serrata, and (f) near the inferior ora serrata
of the (ventral) peripheral retina.
• f
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Figure 3 illustrates the changes in photoreceptor and ganglion cell
densities for this sa.e section. As can be seen, the changes in
cell density follow closely the changes in retinal thickness.
T^ese changes along the vertical meridian (as shown in Figures 2
and 3) are characteristic of the retinal changes that occur in all
species of the families Ranadae and Bufonidae examined; however, the
"^^g"^'"^^
^
"^^^
^^^"8^ thickness/density is markedly different for
each species. In the horizontal dimension, on the other hand, the
direction or extent of change varies from species to species and is
dependent on the location and shape of the region of greatest cell
density.
Figure 4a gives a schematic representation of the photoreceptors
of ranid frogs and bufonid toads, and Figure 4b is a series of photo-
graphs illustrating the photoreceptors of the six species. Figures 4a
and 4b illustrate the relative size and position of the receptor's outer
segments, as well as the presence or absence of oil droplets, para-
boloids, and/or ellipsoids in each of the photoreceptors. Table 1
gives a summary of this information along with the known or assumed
pigment characteristics of these receptor elements.
The single most apparent difference between the retinal elements
of the ranid frogs and the bufonid toads is the presence or absence of
an oil droplet in the outer segments of the two 575nm-pigment cones.
The presence of an oil droplet greatly assisted in the localization
and subsequent counting of these cones in the frogs, and their absence
made accurate counting more difficult in the toads. This was especially
17
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 3
Figure 3. Density/visual degree^ for the ganglion and photo-
receptor cells of the vertical section of Figure 2.
The section is from a vertical region approximately
13 degrees temporal to the optic nerve. Each data
point represents the average density/visual degree^
for each 20 degrees of retina.
20 40 2 60
cells/visual degree
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 4a
Figure 4a. Photoreceptors of the frogs and toads. Schemati
and the original from the retina of Rana clamita
illustrating the morphological appearance of the
photoreceptors of the ranid frogs (400x).

FACE PAGE FOR FIGURES 4b, 4c, 4d
,
4e, 4f, 4g
Photoreceptors of the frogs and toads.
Figure 4b. Photograph of the retina of Rana pipiens
. The arrow
indicates a green rod and its myoid (400x).
Figure 4c. A higher magnification (lOOOx) of the retina of
Rana pipiens
. The arrow indicates a double cone.
Figure 4d. Photograph of the receptors within the area retina lis
of Bufo americanus (400x).
Figure 4e. A higher magnification of 4d.
Figure 4f. Photograph (lOOOx) of the receptors of Bufo marinus
.
The arrow shows a double cone and a green rod next
to it.
Figure 4g. Photograph (lOOOx) of the receptors of Bufo marinus
.
The single arrow shows a single cone and the double
arrow indicates a green rod and its nucleus.
Note the lack of oildroplets in the single cone and
the principal member of the double cone of the
bufonid species.

FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 1
Morphological and photochemical characteristics of
the photoreceptors of the ranid frogs and bufonid
toads
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true in the regions of highest cell density where the receptor outer
segments became thinner and more difficult to localize without the con-
spicuous oil droplet.^
Ganglion Cell Distribution
Table 2 gives a listing of the retinas from each species that were
utilized in the present study, and indicates those retinas used for
ganglion and/or photoreceptor counts. It further gives the total length
of each retina in microns, the estimated microns per visual degree, the
number of sections used, and the total number of intervals counted for
each species.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 depict the retinal topographies or the isoden-
sity contours of ganglion cells/visual degree^ for each species.
These topography maps are constructed by combining the cell counts from
both horizontally and vertically sectioned retinas, using the position
of the optic nerve as a "common" reference for the proper placement of
each of the sections within the reconstructed eye. (Refer to the
Appendix for an example of the procedure used in the construction of
the ganglion cell topography maps.)
Ranid Species
.
Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the reconstructed
ganglion -cell distributions of the two "more aquatic" species used in
the study--Rana catesbiana and Rana clamitans , Both have regions of
high-cell density located in the central part of the retina. The
5
Although it was noted that the size of the photoreceptor outer seg-
ments, ganglion cells and the cells of the inner nuclear layer
changed in different regions of the retina, no accurate measure-
ments of these changes were recorded during this study.
/22
FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 2
Table 2. Shown for each of the species is the total number of
eyes examined, the range of retinal lengths and^ /visual
degree, the number of horizontally (H) and vertically (V)
sectioned eyes, the number of sections (S) and the number
of intervals (I) used in measuring the density of photo-
receptors and ganglion cells.
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 5
tigure 5. Retinal topography maps of the isodensity contours
of the2ganglion cell distribution (density/visual
degree ) of the two most aquatic frogs: (a) Rana
catesbiana and (b) Rana clamitans
. The " ^
indicates the optic nerve.
Temporal
Nasal
Figure 5a Rano catesbiana
Figure 5b Rana ciamitans
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isodensity contours of highest cell density forms a linear, horizontal-
shaped region, with cell density falling off rapidly outside this
region in either the superior or inferior direction. The gradient of
change along the temporal-nasal axis is not nearly as great as that
along the superior-inferior axis. Figures 5a and 5b show that the
retina of Rana catesbiana contains two regions of highest cell density
within the horizontally-shaped region, one in the mid-temporal and the
other in the mid-nasal part of the band; whereas in Rana clamitans
,
there is only one such region of high ganglion-cell density within the
horizontal band, located in the mid-temporal part. Furthermore, the
figures indicate that there are large differences in the absolute
densities within the central regions of these two species, even though
the superior and inferior retinal regions are basically similar. In
Rana catesbiana
,
the ganglion-cell density within the band is between
2 250-80 cells/visual degree and reaches 80-100 cells/visual degree in
its highest density. In Rana clamitans
,
the density is 30-40 cells/
2
visual degree in the band with a maximum density of 40-60 cells/
2
visual degree
. In both species, superior and inferior retinal densi-
2
ties are from 5-20 cells/visual degree . It should further be noted
that ganglion-cell density is higher in the inferior than in the
superior parts of the retina, especially in Rana catesbiana .
Figures 6a and 6b show the ganglion-cell distribution of the two
"more terrestrial" frogs, Rana pipiens (Southwest) and Rana palustris ,
respectively. The horizontal linear-band region seen in the two
aquatic species is not present in these species. Rather, the isoden-
sity contours form elongated rings about a single concentrically-
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 6
Retinal topography maps of the Isodensity contours
of the2gangllon cell distribution (density/visual
degree ) of the two less aquatic and more terrestrial
frogs: (a) Rana pipiens and (b) Rana palustris
.
The
"H " indicates the optic nerve.
Temporal
Nasal
Figure 6a
^^-'"^ Rana pipiens
Figure 6b Rana palustris
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shaped region of maximum-cell density. In both species, the region of
itiaximum density occurs toward the superior, temporal edge of the central
retina. Furthermore, the topographies of these terrestrial frogs demon-
strate a gross asymmetry in the horizontal dimension, with a higher
density of cells occurring in the temporal retina than in the nasal
retina. Also note that the gradient of change along the vertical
dimension is not as steep as that in the aquatic species. The figures
further show that the absolute densities of the ganglion cells, both
in the region of maximum density as well as in the immediate surrounding
regions, are basically similar; although the maximum density of Rnna
P^P^e"g is somewhat higher than in Rana palustris (40-50/visual degree^,
respectively). Again, as in the aquatic species, the inferior retina
has a slightly higher ganglion-cell density than that of the superior
retina.
BuFonid Species
.
Figures 7a and 7b show the isodensity contours
for the two terrestrial toads, Bufo americanus nnd Bufo marinus
. Both
species have a single region of maximum density occurring near the
center of the eye, although somewhat more temporal than nasal in loca-
tion. The isodensity lines form horizontally elongated ellipsoids
about a region of maximum-cell density. The figures clearly show that,
as in the other species, the density of cells falls off more rapidly
in the vertical than in the horizontal dimension. Also note that,
although the topographies of these two species are basically similar,
there is a large disparity between the cell densities of their central
retinas (Bufo marinus is approximately double that of Bufo americanus )
27
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 7
Figure 7. Retinal topography maps of the isodensity contours
of the^ganglion cell distribution (density/visualdegree ) of the two terrestrial toads: (a) Bufo
americanus and (b) Bufo marinus
. The "ft " i^cate«5the optic nerve. ~ W """^^^'^^s
Temporal Nasal
Figure 7a Bufo americanus
Figure 7b ^^^^^ Bufo marinus
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while the superior-inferior parts are similar. Furthern^ore, unlike the
ranid frogs, the toads do not show a dissimilarity between the inferior
and superior portions of the retina.
Receptor Densities
As in the determination of the ganglion cell topographies, the
location of individual sections in relation to the optic nerve was used
for determining the proper placement of sections within the recon-
structed retina. Figures 8 through 13 show the density/visual degree^
for each of the four receptor types--red and green rods, single and
double cones— for each species, superimposed on its respective ganglion
cell contour map. (Refer to Table 2 for a listing of retinal sections
utilized in determining the density of the types of receptors.) The
numbers represent the average number of each receptor type/visual
2degree for that particular part of the retina. Although efforts were
made to obtain countable sections through comparable regions of highest
ganglion-cell density for receptor-cell counts, as yet no countable
sections have been obtained through the region of greatest ganglion-
cell density in Rana catesbiana . Furthermore, no countable sections
have yet been obtained from the superior or inferior regions of the
retina of Bufo marinus . (Refer to the Appendix for an example of the
procedure used in determining the distribution of the photoreceptor
cells
.
)
Ranid Species
.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the photorecep-
tors in the retina of Rana catesbiana . In all parts of the eye, the
502nm red rods are the most abundant receptor type; and the single cones
are the second most abundant. All photoreceptor types exhibit an
/29
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 8
Figure 8. Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Rana catesbiana
. The density/visual degree
for the receptor types are superimposed over the
species' ganglion cell topography map. Each data
point represents t^e average density of each receptor
type/visual degree in that particular region of
retina. At each point the receptors are ordered:
red rods, green rods
single cones, double cones
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increase in density fro. the inferior and superior regions to the area
corresponding with the region of greater ganglion-cell density. How-
ever, it is the single cone that undergoes the greatest proportional
change in the regions compared to peripheral regions. It should be
pointed out that since no counts were taken in the region of highest
ganglion-cell densities, the receptor counts from the central retina
should be viewed as less than the maximum receptor density.
The receptor densities for Rana clamitans are shown in Figure 9.
Unlike in Rana catesbiana, the double cone in Rana clamitans is the
second most-numerous receptor type in the superior and inferior parts
of the eye. Throughout the region of higher ganglion-cell density in
the central region, however, the single cones are more numerous than
the double cones. The green-rod density is extremely low in the non-
central retina, constituting less than 3-4% of the receptor population.
It can further be seen that the receptor distribution is rather con-
stant throughout the entire central retina, similar to the ganglion
cell distribution except that it does not show the decrease on the
nasal side. In fact, although Rana clamitans has only one region of
highest ganglion-cell density, it appears to contain two separate
regions of receptor cell increase. The second region appears to be
located in a region similar to the nasal region of Rana catesbiana
.
Figure 10 illustrates the receptor density for the retina of Rana
pipiens (Southwest). Because of the extreme superior-temporal loca-
tion of the region of greatest cell density, it was necessary to obtain
these counts from an obliquely sliced retina. As in the other ranid
species, the increase in the photoreceptors parallels that of the
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 9
Figure 9. Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Rana clamitans
. See Figure 8 for detail
31
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 10
Figure 10. Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Rana pipiens
. See Figure 8 for details.

ganglion cells and again, the .ost numerous receptors are the red rods.
The receptor distribution of Rana pi^ is similar to the distribu-
tion of Rana cla^itans in that the superior-inferior segments of the
retina contain a higher proportion of double than single cones. How-
ever, unlike any of the ranid species studied, the double cones are
also more numerous than the single cones within the region of highest
cell density, although the single cones do undergo a greater rate of
change from peripheral areas. I^is higher density of double cones
compared with single cones could be due, however, to the counting pro-
cedure used, as will be discussed more fully later. It should also be
pointed out that although the shape of the ganglion-cell distribution
of Rana pipiens, is more similar to that of Rana palustris
, its
receptor population resembles those of Rana catesbiana and Rana clamitans
more than it does that of Rana palustris
.
The four receptor retinal densities of Rana palustris are illus-
trated in Figure 11. The most prominent difference between this
retina and those of the other species (both Rana and Bufo) is its
relatively low density of photoreceptors and their relative homogeneity
across the entire retina. This retina shows the same basic trend of
increase in receptors with increasing number of ganglion cells, however,
its gradient of change is extremely flat. In fact, the total increase
2in receptors/visual degree in the region of highest density as com-
pared with the inferior or superior parts of the retina is less than
30 receptors, or approximately 1.7 times as many. Even the two most
frequent receptors --the red rod and the single cone--show increases of
only 10 and 9, respectively. The other two receptor types show an
34
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 11
Figure 11. Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Rana palustris
. See Figure 8 for
details.
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s
increase of only approximately 5/vlsual degreel Also. U should be
noted that the single cones predominate over the double cones in both
the peripheral and central regions of retina as was seen In ^
biana.
Bufonid S.pecies. As in Rana palustris
, the rod receptors of Bufo
ainericanus do not undergo a dramatic change in density fro™ the peri-
pheral retina to the region of greatest ganglion density, although the
green rod does undergo a n^odest increase in density. However, as
Figure 12 indicates, both the double and single cones undergo a sub-
stantial increase in receptor densities. Furthermore, the single cone
are more numerous than the double cones in the superior and inferior
parts of the retina, but their ratios are nearly equal in the central
retina. Within the thickest part, the double cones are slightly more
numerous than the single cones. Also, it should be noted that unlike
any of the ranid species, the double-cone increase in Bufo americanus
is greater than the increase in single cones.
It should be re-emphasized that the photoreceptor densities of
Bufo marinus as indicated in Figure 13 do not reflect any counts from
vertically sectioned retinas (See Table 2). All vertical sections thus
far investigated had receptor outer-segment quality below acceptable
limits. Counts referred to here and elsewhere as "superior" and
"inferior" were obtained from an obliquely sectioned retina. There-
fore, these peripheral densities most likely represent the upper limit
of the true photoreceptor densities of these regions. As Figure 13
indicates, the density of the photoreceptors in the region of greatest
ganglion-cell density is higher in Bufo marinus than in any of the
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 12
Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Bufo americanus
. See Figure 8 for details
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 13
Figure 13. Distribution of the four receptor types in the
retina of Bufo marinus
. See Figure 8 for details
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other species examined, although the density in Rar^ catesM^ n.ay be
as high. The density of the photoreceptors is not only higher in the
central region, but also the peripheral retina. The green rods also
occur with a higher density throughout the retina in Bufo marinus than
in any other species. Figure 13 further indicates that although the
densities of the double and single cones are approximately equal in the
peripheral regions, the density of the double cones greatly outnumbers
that of the single cones in the region of highest cell density. How-
ever, the absolute density of the single cones in the central region
is second only to that found in Rana catesbiana
. Furthermore, the red
rods undergo a dramatic increase in the central region, unlike the red
rods in the retina of Bufo americanus
. It is interesting to note that
since one of the elements of the double cone is a 502nm-pigment receptor,
the central region has a real predominence of 502nm receptors. However,
the significance of the 502nm pigment in the accessory member of the
double cone remains unknown.
In summary, all six species show an increase in receptor densities
that are well-correlated with that of the ganglion cells, but this
increase in receptors is not as dramatic in some species as it is in
others. In general, it can be stated that the major difference between
the retinas of the ranid frogs and the bufonid toads is that in the
ranid species, with the possible exception of Rana pipiens
,
the single
cones undergo the greatest change toward the central retina and are the
most numerous of the cone receptors in the region of highest cell den-
sity. The double cones show this relationship in the bufonid species.
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concerning the INL will be limited tn . f u .o a few basic observations.
and foremost, it can be stated that in all .n .:na m species studied, the increa
in «L .hUKness (as well as retinal thlcUness) follows
.He observed
increase in tHe gangUon-and photoreceptor-cell densities. INL
varies fro. Heing t„„ cells tHic. in tHe e.ere.e peripHer, to a tHiC-
ness of .ore tHan 10 cells in regions of
.aKi.u. gangUon-cell density
Table 3 gives an indication of tHe
.axi.u„ INL tHickness for the area
mlnalis as well as for otHer regions of the retina.
During the course of this investigation, it was noted that „oni.
torlng changes in INL thickness
.ay not be a very reliable index of the
change in cell densities of t-ho tmt „j the INL, since the thickness of the INL may
vary somewhat independently of local cell densities. Direct comparisons
of densities/unit area using only the INL thicknesses measured is at
best only a questionable approximation. Furthermore, simply knowing
that cell densities are varying without knowing which cell population(s)
is (are) changing is also of dubious value. Further investigations
directed towards these problems will have to be undertaken before any
meaningful statements can be made concerning the nature of the changes
observed in the inner nuclear layer thickness, £er se.
Species Comparisons o f Corresponding Regions
In making retinal comparisons between different species, previous
authors have used a variety of methods to determine the most appropriate
indices for making these comparisons. Some authors treat the retina as
40
FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 3
Table 3. INL thickness for the area retina lis, superior, inferior,
temporal, and nasal regions of the retina.
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an unvarying, relatively homogeneous tissue and simply determine an
"average" density of whatever cells they are concerned with, (e.g.,
Denton and Wylie, 1955; Nilsson, 1964a; West and Bowling, 1975.) Other
authors realizing that a simple average may not be representative of
the different retinal areas have compared varying geographic regions
of the retina to the corresponding geographic regions in another
species. Both of these approaches consistently lead to erroneous, or
at worst, meaningless comparisons--the first for the obvious reason
that most retinas are not homogeneous in their cellular compositions
and the second, because geographic regions may not be from functionally
equivalent regions (Engstrom, 1963; Fite and Carey, 1973).
Since the area retinalis is simply a term describing a region in
which the retinal thickness and/or cell densities reach a maximum,
those regions of maximum cell density occurring in each of the six
present species will subsequently be referred to as the "area
retinalis . " It will be assumed that these regions referred to as
areae retinalis are functionally comparable, i.e., used in focal vision
(See Walls, 1942; Fite, 1973). In order to obtain an index of the
changes that occur in the retinas of different species, the area retinalis
region has been compared to peripheral retinal regions of least cell
density. The superior and inferior regions of each species was chosen
to best represent comparable peripheral retina. Temporal and nasal
6
Refer to Introduction for explanation of the use of the term area
retinalis in lieu of the more commonly used designation of "area
centralis .
"
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and/or nasal peripheral regions of nn^one species are probably not com-
parable to those of another species.
Table 4 shows the density of ganglion cells and of each photo-
receptor type Obtained for individual species in the area retinalis
and portions of the inferior, superior, temporal, and nasal peripheral
retina. Figure 14 shows the proportion of each cell type for each of
the areae and for the superior-inferior peripheral retina. Both the
figures and table clearly illustrate the predc^inance of the red rod
in all regions of the retinas of the six species investigated. They
also indicate, as stated earlier, that the proportional increase in
single cones is greater than the increase in double cones in ranid
frogs, while the reverse is true for the bufonid toads.
Referring to the double cone as a single entity, however, leads to
a misrepresentation of the true photoreceptor population and an under-
estimation of cone density contained in the retinas. For as shown
earlier, the double cone consists of two separate and distinct elements
and, therefore, should be considered as two separate, but equal,
populations and not just one population representing both elements.
Certain investigators simply double the number counted (e.g., Palmer,
1912; O'Connors, 1963) and take this as representing the true number of
cone receptors. However, as previously stated, the two elements are
not the same with respect to their photopigments and presence of an
/43
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Table 4. Average density/visual degree^ of ganglion cells (GC)total receptors (TR) and each of the receptor types.
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Proportion of each photoreceptor type contained
the area rettnalls and In the superior-inferior
regions of the retina.
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on droplet an frogs). Oenton and WyXie (1955) remedied
.His eon-
sidering each cone as a separate population and reported the retinal
densities in tenns of five populations of photoreceptors rather than
four. Although the principal
.e.ber differs fro. the accessory
.e.ber
it is identical to the single cone in morphological, pigment and
synaptic characteristics (See Nilsson, 1964a and b)
. it, therefore,
seems reasonable to combine the single cone and principal member into
one population and refer to this new population by its pigment P.
-max,
575nm, and to re-determine the retinal densities and proportions. It
may be questioned why the 502nm accessory member and the 502nm red rod
are not likewise combined. However, it appears that their only common
characteristic is their photopig^ent and that they are dissimilar both
in morphological appearance and in inter-receptor synaptic arrangements
and, therefore, should be considered as separate populations.
Table 5 shows the densities/visual degree^ and Figure 15 shows
the receptor proportions computed by the above method. Figure 15
clearly indicates the predominance of the 575nm cone in the area
retinalis
,
comprising approximately 35% of the receptors in all the
species, except for Bufo americanus
, where it is 43%. In fact, the
retinas of Bufo americanus and Bufo marinus show a high concentration
of cone populations (502nm and 575nm) not only in the area retinalis
but also throughout the retina. It is intersting that when the
proportions are computed in this manner, there is a very close resem-
blance in the proportional densities of the photoreceptors both in
the region of the area retinalis and in the peripheral regions of all
species. By examining Figures 14 and 15, it can be seen that the
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Table 5. Average density/visual degree^ of ganglion cells and
photoreceptors (by pigment).
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 15
Figure 15. Proportion of receptors (by pigment) contained in the
Q^^^ retinalis and the superior-inferior regions of
the retina.
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change, in .He
.ensit, o, each of .He pHo.orecepto.s
„UHin
.He^
"tlnalls are not proportional. Table 6 shows the ratio of the pro-
portion of the receptor (by pigment) within the area retlnalls to Its
respective proportion in the periohpr-v acn phery. A ratio of one would indicate
a constant or unchanging proportion, a ratio less th.n o, ci tdc a one, a decreasing
ratio, and a ratio greater than one, an increasing ratio. The red
rod decreases in proportion to other receptors in the area retinalis
of all species'. While the 433n. (green) rods and 575n. cones show the
highest rates of increases in the frogs, the 502nm cones and to a
lesser extent the 433n. rods and 575n. cones show the greatest propor-
tional increase in the area retinalis of toads. The high rate of
change in 433nm rods in Rana clamitans is not due so much to a high
density of this receptor in the area retinalis
, but rather to its
relative scarcity in the peripheral regions.
Changes in receptor densities in the area retinalis as compared
to the periphery can also be seen by examining the absolute change in
density of each of the receptor classes. Figure 16 shows the propor-
tion of the total receptor increase that can be attributed to each of
the receptor pigment classes. It clearly indicates a systematic
lationship of similarities and differences between these two families
f anura. In all six species, the 575nm cone accounts for the largest
percentage of the increase of receptor elements within the area
retinalis--approximately 407o. It is interesting that, as stated before,
this increase in the 575nm cones in the ranid frogs is brought about
by the increase in single-cone density, while in the bufonid toads it
occurs because of the increase in the number of double cones. It is.
re
o
FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 6
Ratio of the proportion of each receptor (by pigment)
within the area retinalis to its respective proportionm the superior-inferior periphery.
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therefore,
.ore curious that in the ranid species the 502n™ rod accounts
for the second highest proportional increase (approximately 30-387.),
while in the bufonid species it is the 502nn. cone (approximately 27-29%)
The designation of the accessory member of the double cone as a "cone-
was, and is, based on morphology and, as will be discussed later, it
has, in fact, certain "rod" like qualities. Figure 16 further indi-
cates that there is a basic similarity within species of a particular
family in terms of this index of change.
In summary, the analysis of the differences between the cell
densities within the area retinalis and those of the peripheral retinal
regions indicates: (1) large variations in the absolute number of
cells contained in both of these regions, but good agreement between
the proportions, (2) the predominant receptor in the periphery is the
502nm rod for all species, however, it is the 575nm cone that shows
the greatest gradient of change, and (3) this increase in 575nm cones
is brought about by an increase in the single cones in the ranid
species, but by the double cones in the bufonid species.
Coincidence Ratios
The ratios of the different receptor types (by pigment) to the
number of ganglion cells for the same region (coincidence ratio) is
shown in Table 7. The table indicates for all six species the ratio
2
of receptors/ganglion cell/visual degree in the area retinalis as
compared to the other regions of the retina. The table further illus-
trates the problem of defining a nasal or temporal region within a
species that is analogous with that of another species.
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 16
Figure 16. Proportion of the total receptor increase In the|r^ retinalis that can be attributed to each ofthe different photoreceptor pigment classes.
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 7
Table 7. Ratios of the number of each of the receptors (by pigment)
to the number of ganglion cells for the same region.
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as a
Previous investigators have referred to this type of ratio
"convergence ratio" and used it inferentially e g indiP.^.•icating rela-
tive visual acuity, xnaxixnutn sensitivity, etc. Referring to these
numbers as "convergence ratios" has lead to .any erroneous assumptions
appearing in the literature, since it ixnplies a known or direct
convergence of a set of receptor cells upon a certain ganglion cell.
A more accurate description of these ratios would be that of a "coin-
cidence" or "correlational ratio" (Fite, personal communication).
If the retina is viewed as two separate mappings (i.e., a back-
ground or baseline upon which the more "developed" regions are super-
imposed) then it may be interesting to redefine the above proportions
as indicating the ratio of the increases of the receptor cells to the
increases in the ganglion cells that occur within the region of the area
retinalis
.
Table 8 shows these new ratios. The table indicates that
these new ratios show a decrease in value as compared to the previous
ratios within the area retinalis
. The most obvious interpretation of
this is that the gradient of change of the ganglion cells is greater
than that of the receptor cells. It is, of course, tempting to ascribe
various functional interpretations to these new ratios; however, with-
out further information, their value as indicators of any specific
visual phenomena would be extremely tenuous.
The justification for viewing the retina as two separate mappings
has stemmed from the following observations of the retinal configura-
tion seen in different-sized eyes from a given species (similar to
that observed by O'Connor, 1963). During the present study, when
small eyes (young animals) were examined, the area retinalis was only
FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 8
Ratios of the increased receptor density ( area retinal
density
- superior-inferior retinal density) to the
respective increased ganglion cell density.
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vaguely apparent or
.Isslng altogether. The retinas of these seller
eyes appeared rather homogeneous In both thickness and In density of
cells (See Figure 17). It was observed that the density/™,^
^^^^^
m a region of retina was considerably higher than that In a comparable
region In the larger eyes of the same species. It was further observed
that the retinal thickness of the smaller eye approximated that often
see. in the "adult" area retlnalls. Figure 18 shows a horizontal
section through the region of the area retlnalls of a small Rana
catesblana retina. The linear configuration of the area retlnalls
normally seen Is missing (See Figure 19). however, the two regions of
maximum cell density on the temporal and nasal sides are clearly visi-
ble. It was further observed that the cell densities/visual degree^
for this retina were lower than comparable counts from the large Rana
""nas. Possible hypotheses concerning the above observe-
tions will be discussed later.
The "Mystery Cone"
During the course of this investigation a class of receptor was
observed that did not fit morphological description of any of the pre-
viously described photoreceptors of the anuran retina (See Figure 4).
Various views of this anomolous receptor may be seen in Figure 20. As
can be seen, it lacks both the characteristic oil droplet of the 575nm
cones and the paraboloid of the accessory member of the double cone.
Its outer segment lies in a position that is more vitreal than those
of the other photoreceptors. Further details concerning its occurrence
in the anuran retina will have to be made in subsequent studies, but
two general statements may be made at this time. First, it appears
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 17
Figure 17. Photograph of a vertical section from the retina
of a "young" Rana palustris.
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 18
Figure 18. Photograph of a horizontal section through the area
retinalis of a small Rana catesbiana retina. Total
length of the retinal section is approximately
12,000 microns.
X
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 19
Figure 19. Photograph of a horizontal section through the area
°f
^ la^ge Rana catesbiana retina.
length of the retinal section is approximately 17 000
microns. '

/59
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 20
Figure 20, Photographs illustrating various views of the anomol
receptor, the "mystery cone," indicated with an arro
(a), (b)
,
(c) - Rana clamitans (lOOOx), (d) - Rana
palustris (lOOOx), (e) - Rana catesbiana (400xj^
(f) - Bufo americanus (lOOOx),
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that this receptor-herein referred to as "the
.ystery cone" occurs in
all species of frogs and toads so far studied. Locating it in the
bufonid species is difficult since the 575nn, cones do not contain an
oil droplet which helps distinguish it from the mystery cone in the
frog retina. Furthermore, the 575nm cones tend to be relatively smaller
in the region of the area retinalis and approach the smaller mystery
cone in size. But as Figure 19 indicates, an element similar to the
mystery cone of the ranid retina is found in the bufonid retina.
Second, it appears that, at least in Rana catesbiana
, the mystery cone
is located mainly in the superior half of the retina. Data concerning
its location in the retinas of the other species is, at the moment,
incomplete.
Discussion
The main questions addressed in this investigation were (1) whether
there existed specific regions within the retinas of anurans that
showed marked increases in the density of retinal elements constituting
an area retinalis
,
and (2) what similarities or differences in the dis-
tribution of the retinal photoreceptor and/or ganglion cells existed
between the families of Bufonidae and Ranadae. The results clearly
indicate that not only are there regional differences in the concentra-
tions of specific retinal elements, but there are also distinct simi-
larities, as well as differences, in the distribution of the retinal
elements between frogs and toads.
The topographic maps of Figures 5, 6, and 7 show that for each of
the species examined there is a region of high ganglion-cell density
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located in the middle third of the retina. Furthermore, the results
indicate that concomitant with the increase in the density of ganglion
cells, both the photoreceptors and the INL also increase as indicated
in Figures 2 and 3, 8 through 13, and Table 4. This thickening in the
retinal layers and increase in the densities of the retinal elements
is characteristic of regions described in the literature as area
^^"^^^^^^ ^^^^^^l^s (Slonaker, 1897; Walls, 1943; Munk, 1970).
More importantly, the results indicate that the general shape and
location of the area retinalis within the retina appear to be related
to the aquatic vs terrestrial habits of the species examined and fall
into one of three main categories. The two aquatic species--Rana
catesbiana and Rana clami tans—have horizontal, linear-band shaped
regions across the central retina. The two more terrestrial frogs--
Rana pipiens and Rana palustris
--have a concentric region lying more in
the superior-temporal retina. And the two terrestrial toads--Bufo
americanus and Bufo marinus
--have a concentric region in the center of
the retina, surrounded by increasingly elongated horizontal rings of
decreasing cell density, i.e., horizontal, elliptical bands.
The results of the present investigation conform well with the
results reported by past investigators concerning the shape of the
area retinalis observed in anurans (See Introduction). It is also
important to note that the shape and location of the area retinalis of
Rana catesbiana matches that reported for the same species by Slonaker
(1897). Furthermore, the frog Rana esculenta
, ( a European equivalent
of the aquatic Rana catesbiana ,) is also reported to have a linear
region (Duke-Elder, 1962).
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IS
The Unear-band shaped area re^i^ ,,3 two aquatic specie
Of frogs is sl.Uar to the reported regions of other a,uatlc and se.!-
aquatic antaals, e.g.. chlevltz (1889. 1890. 1891) and SlonaRer (1897)
m various ^™„als, amphibians, and reptiles; Bro™ (1969) In turtle-
MunU (1970) In fish. Its occurrence In these antaals has led certain
investigators to speculate that this type of area i,u r is somehow associated
With animals that live close to the ground or in open aquatic habitats,
-ainly near the surface (Brown, 1969; Munk, 1970). The extent of this
association is complicated by the results of the present study and
those on certain other species that live relatively close to the ground
that do not show a typical linear-band area, e.g., rabbit. ^ Further-
more, Duijm (1957) described an analogous horizontal linear-band region
in the retinas of certain species of birds. He indicates that the
linear-band area is never found in birds that inhabit forests, but mainly
in birds that occupy open spaces. Munk (1970) points out that all animals
that show the linear-band area have panoramic visual fields. These,
7
A distinction should be made between a horizontal linear-band shaped£rea and a horizontally-shaped area. A horizontal linear
-band area
IS one with a relatively homogeneous retinal build-up extending"^ossthe entire horizontal axis from one ora serrata to the other (e gRgna catesbiana, turtle, etc.). On the other hand, a horizontallyl
shaped area is one that is horizontal in shape and may or may not be ahomogeneous distribution (depending on the investigator) but isgenerally considered to be characterized by increasingly elongatedhorizontal rings about a central high-density region-a "horizontal-
elliptical" area— (e.g.
,
Bufo marinus
,
cat, etc.). The "visual streak"
of the rabbit, therefore, is more exemplary of a horizontally-shaped
area and not of a true linear-band area
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therefore, appear to be the two requirements for the presence of this
type of area retinalis
,
that of panoramic vision and habitation of open
space.
In contrast, the shape of the area retinalis of the more terres-
trial frogs shows consolidation of the area into a concentric form
with decreasing cell densities forming elongated rings about the region.
These elongated rings about a single concentric region of maximum cell
density are exemplified by the retinal arrangement seen in the totally
terrestrial toads.
Other factors may complicate the relationship between the lack of
a linear-band type region and the increasing terrestriality of the
species; since with the increase in terrestrial habit, there is also an
increase in the frontal position of the eyes (personal observations) as
well as an increase in the anterior binocular field both at and below
the horizontal meridian (See Fite, 1973).^ This configuration of suc-
cessive elongations of concentric rings about the horizontal axis is
similar to that described for other terrestrial animals who also lack
a panoramic visual field (e.g., cat, monkey, and human).
It is difficult, however, to accurately compare the present retinal
topography maps to those reported in the literature. With the exception
of a few recent retinal examinations, e.g.. Stone (1965) with cat,
Binggeli and Paule (1969) with pigeon, etc., the previous studies uti-
lized techniques that were coarse and descriptions that were anecdotal
8
According to Fite, the toads have a more extensive horizontal and
ventral binocular field than the frogs whose binocular field-of-
view is more superior and posterior.
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retina
,
since
as a
and often times inaccurate. For the mo'^t n=,r-f- „ru cn s part, previous anatomical
descriptions have consisted either of observations of the intact
or of a few isolated sections (mostly vertical). Furthermore
only a superficial examination was made, what was often described
linear-shaped band has subsequently been noted to be more similar to
the
-visual streak" as seen in the rabbit (c.f., Chievitz, 1889 with
Whitteridge, 1965). Likewise, the present examination has shown that
the linear area retinalis of Rana catesbiana and Rana clamitans are not
homogeneous but contain localized high-density regions.
The functions of the variously shaped regions of high receptor-
and ganglion-cell density are still very unclear. It appears most
probable that the horizontal, linear-shaped band of the two aquatic frogs
in the present study, (as well as the other animals that possess such a
retinal arrangement, ) functions to deliver maximum information to the
animal concerning activity about its horizontal meridian. Brown (1969)
with turtle and Duijm (1957) with species of birds that are reported to
have horizontal linear-bands, have shown that the animals' reflexive
head and eye movements are such as to maintain fixation upon the horizon
Duijm suggests that the biological significance of such a region is
that it provides a "frame of reference" that can be used for spatial
orientation. However, this is dismissed by Munk (1970), who simply
regards these areae as regions providing higher resolving power for
both static and dynamic details.
Even the majority of the horizontal-elliptical areae retinalis
are regions located near the center of the eye with the lines of lower
isodensity extending in a horizontal fashion (See Figures 6 and 7, and
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Stone, 1963) and could provide similar information concerning the
horizontal meridian. The region of maximum cell density of these con-
centric regions appears to be aligned with the frontal binocular field.
It is interesting in this regard that when the retinal topographies of
the present study are compared with the visual field maps of Fite (1973)
for comparable species, the region of highest cell density corresponds
to that region that is directed towards the anterior binocular field-of-
view. Even the two aquatic species characterized as having a horizontal
linear-band, have a similar region. Furthermore, the second area of
Rana catesbiana (and possibly also Rana clamitans—See Figure 9) is
located in the nasal part of the area and appears to be directed towards
the lateral field-of-view. Whether other species with horizontal linear
bands also have two distinct regions of higher cell density within them
is unknown.
The results of this study contradict Walls' (1942) assertion that
the area retinalis of anurans is a vaguely defined region that demon-
strates little increase in visual resolution. In all species studied,
with the exception of Rana palustris
, the areae retinalis showed a
dramatic increase in receptor, ganglion and INL density. Even Rana
palustris shows a four-fold increase in ganglion cell density as well
as an increase in INL thickness that is comparable to that of the other
species. It should also be noted that the gradient of change of the
ganglion cells reported by Chievitz (1889) for frog (2.4:1) is greatly
underestimated. Walls has further asserted that since the areae of
anurans still contain more rods than cones (a 2:1 ratio?) these regions
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function as regions of increased sensitivity and not of increased
resolving power. This point of view, however, is also contrary to
the results of the present study. Pi.st of all, the data strongly
suggest that walls' rod/cone ratio was greatly in error. The results
as indicated by Pigure 15 show that for all species, the combined 502n.
and 575™ cones in the area retinalis ranged fro™ 47 - 64% of the total
receptors. Secondly, the receptor that accounts for the greatest part
of the receptor increase is the 575n. cone in all species. This is not
to say that the areae of these species do not function as increased
sensitivity regions. On the contrary, the results do indicate an in-
crease in the 502n. rod within the region also. But, if the crucial
criterion for increased resolving power is a region's increased cone vs
rod density, then the anuran areae conform to this criterion. It is
difficult at present to ascertain what magnitude of increase in static
or dynamic acuity (and/or sensitivity) these areae provide the animal.
Although the results show receptor and ganglion cell populations,
nothing as yet is known concerning the intermediary synapses or response
characteristics of cells within the areae
.
Many investigators have used number of receptors/ganglion cell as
an index of the possible visual acuity that the animal may possess.
The issue has further been complicated by the unfortunate labeling of
this proportion as a "convergence ratio," which has been endowed with
the hidden meaning of known connectivity. The ratio, however, provides
no true information as to how many of one type of receptor cell con-
verges onto subsequent neurons, but only provides a method of determining
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the relative coincidence or correlation of occurrence between these two
populations. In order to be able to accurately discuss connectivity
or convergence of sequential cells, it will be necessary to understand
the changes that occur in the "wiring" or synaptic connections of
these cells by other experimental niethods such as the Golgi staining
procedures. The best reported indicator that the area retinalis of
anurans .ay provide increased resolving power has come from Jacobson's
(1962) electrophysiological examination of the "magnification factor."
However, Jacobson's poor quantification of the area retinalis of the
species that he used (Rana temporaria) does not allow him to infer that
the increased magnification factor is strictly from the area retinalis
or from the whole horizontal retina.
The results of the present experiment are in agreement with
Slonaker (1897) which show that the greatest part of the retinal in-
crease of the area retinalis in non-mammalian species is from the INL
and the inner plexiform layers (See Figure 2). Slonaker further indi-
cated that the major difference between mammalian and non-mammalian
areae retinalis is that with the area retinalis of the mammalian species
it is the outer nuclear layer that accounts for the larger part of the
retinal increase. This could be indicative of the fact that there is
a larger degree of information processing at the retinal level in the
non-mammalian species than in the mammalian one--a fact already sub-
stantiated by electrophysiological studies (Lettvin, et. al., 1961;
Maturana, et. al., 1960) and by electron microscopic retinal examina-
tions (Bowling and Boycott, 1965, 1966; Bowling, 1968, 1970).
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s
ion
When comparing the cell density within the outer nuclear layer to
that of the inner nuclear layer of the six anurans, It is seen that
there is a higher density of cells in the inner nuclear layer than in
the outer (As an example, see Rana catesbiana series of Figure 2). Thi
further illustrates the problem of equating simply the receptor /gangl
ratio with that of increased resolving capability, since the intervening
INL increase in cell density is more than either of the cell layers.
Therefore, this is not a simple proportional increase. It can easily
be speculated that even in the case of Rana palustris
. which does not
have a large receptor increase in its area, the animal may be able to
extract considerably more information from the same receptor population
via the increase in the cells of the INL and their processes. To under-
stand the importance of the INL cells, it is imperative to know how
each of the three cell types of the INL are changing within the area
retinalis. It is possible that with the large increase of the INL
cells, these cells may be providing (simultaneously) more than one
"mapping" of the receptor's output to the ganglion cells, e.g., one
map for visual acuity and possibly another for movement sensitivity,
all derived from the same receptor cells. Of course, this is all highly
speculative and as mentioned earlier, needs further anatomical and elec-
trophysiological verification.
Possibly the most surprising finding in this investigation was
that of the differences between the cone and rod populations within the
frog and the toad retinas. Although both families are considered to
have a 24-hour retina, i.e., the retina has both rods and cones (Walls,
1942) , it is generally accepted that the ranid frogs are of a more
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diurnal nature than the toads (Walls 1942^ ruL , ). The presence of the oildroplet in the 575nm cones of the ranid •species and its absence in thebufonid species further supports i-hi.this assumption (Walls. 1942; Duke-
Elder, 1958; Tansley, 1965) It .yb . IS, therefore, intriguing that toads
that are supposedly
.ore
..nocturnal.- have a higher percentage of both
^He 502n. and the 575n. cones within their^
Of the frogs (See Pigures 14 and 15). P...Her.ore, as indicated b,
Figures 15 and 16, the 575n. cones are the receptors that account for
the greatest percentage of the increased cell density within the area
letinalis for both families; however, the receptor that shows the
second highest increase for the ranid frog is the 502n. rod, while in
the bufonid toads it is the 502n. cone. It almost appears that the
502nm cone is replacing the 502nm rod in the bufonid central region of
toads. Saxen (1953, 1954, 1956) in his investigation of the develop-
:nent of the double cone in the frog, indicates that this is exactly
what does happen. Saxen indicates that the double cone occurs by a
-fusion., of a rod and cone element. The fact that the increase in the
575nm cones is brought about mainly by an increase in the double cones
in the bufonid species, seems to be additional proof of the replacing
of the 502nm rod with the 502nm cone.
The occurrence of the double cone in the more nocturnal species
is also well-documented in the retinas of teleosts (Lyall, 1957; Tamura,
1957; O'Connell, 1963). In these studies, it has consistently been
found that the percentage of double cones increases in correlation with
the depth of the water that the species inhabits. 0 'Connell further
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repots ce...„
.pecies „Ho.e^
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
cones. I, ™ay be a.gued
.Hat the double cones of teleosts are not
Phologlean,
.atber sl.tla.
„o„ever, O.ConneXI beUeves that the two
elements contain different photopl^ents because of their different
staining properties. Purther proof of the similarities of the double
cones Of fish and amphibians will have to await further Investigations,
possibly of microspectrophotometry.
Although the 502n. cone .ay originate e.bryologically fro. the
502n. rod, other than sharing a con^on pigment, the two are dissimilar.
Nilsson (1964b) reports that although the inter-receptor contacts of
both types of the 575n. cone are similar, the connections of the 502n.
rod and 502n. cone are different. He indicates that while the 502nn.
rod makes contact with other 502nm rods and with 575nm cones, the 502nm
cones maintain complete independence and make contact only among them-
selves. Therefore, it does not appear as though the double cone origi-
nates from a simple fusion of the two elements, but also involves a
transformation not only in physical appearance but also in its synaptic
onnections. A further complication arises when the data of Reuter and
irtanen (1972) and Backstrom and Reuter (1975) are considered. These
studies indicate that the response characteristics of 502nm cones are
that of a photopic receptor that operates together with the 575nm cones
in mediating the 560nm photopic dominator. One more point that should
be made in considering the rod vs cone attributes of the 502nm cone is
that it appears to be relatively unaffected by the directionality of the
stimulus energy (the Stiles-Crawford effect) as is true for rods (See
Reuter, 1969).
c
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^ich,then,is the better index of diu.nal vs nocturnal habit.
Should it be that on the basis of the presence of the oil droplet in
its 575n. cones, Ranadae should be considered to be the
.ore diurnal^
or. Should Bufonidae with the higher percentage of morphologic cones.
Even if the anecdotal literature indicating that the ranid frog is of
a .ore diurnal nature than the bufonid toads is correct, the present
results indicate that there are large differences within a family
as to the distribution of photoreceptors. For example, Bufo america^
has an equal or greater percentage of 575nm cones than 502nxn rods
throughout the retina, whereas Bufo marinus only has an equal percentage
of 575nin cones and 502nn, rods only within the area retina lis
. Rana
claznitans and Rana ^i^iens have a higher percentage of double vs single
cones in the periphery, whereas Rana catesbiana and Rana palustris show
the opposite. What is needed, therefore, is a better quantification
based on behavioral measures of diurnality-nocturnality of the various
species of anurans against which the receptor densities may be compared.
Jaeger and Hailman (1973) and Hailman and Jaeger (1974) attempted to
address this problem of quantification by observing phototaxic behavior
in a wide variety of species. However, their measurements were not
sensitive enough to distinguish the various ranid or bufonid species.
Hailman and Jaeger did, however, manage to identify what they classified
as certain totally nocturnal species of anurans. However, no informa-
tion concerning the relative receptor populations of these species seems
to be presently available (Hailman and Donmoyer, personal communication).
It would, of course, be extremely valuable to know the relative propor-
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tions of the 502nn. rods and cones and the 575n. cones, if they exist
in these totally nocturnal species.
It is possible that the 502nm cones in the area retinalis of the
species Rana £i£iens were overestimated. The density of the single and
double cones was determined by counting the number of 575nm cone outer
segments. The outer segments of the single cone and the principal
member of the double cone were differentiated on the basis of their
length. In the dark-adapted retina, the outer segments of the 575nm
cones elongate and migrate sclerally towards the pigment epithelium,
still maintaining their separate distributions among the rod outer
segments. However, in the sections through the area retinalis of the
dark
-adapted retina used to obtain the receptor counts in this species,
the characteristic double row of 575nm cone outer segments was not
apparent. Instead, there appeared to be a separation into three rows,
the middle row being somewhat more similar to the migratory position
of the principal member observed in other dark-adapted retinas. The
counting of these middle row elements as double-cone principal members
was, however, without independent verification and they could have been
single cones. Since the number of principal-cone outer segments was
used to estimate 502nm cone population, then the density of 502nm cones
may be somewhat overestimated. The density of the 575nm cones would,
however, remain unchanged. Further, obliquely-sliced retinas of Rana
pipiens are currently being investigated to try to determine the true
receptor densities.
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Much thought has been given to the possible reasons for the
Observation of the previously neglected 'Vstery cone.'- i. .^s first
considered that (as possibly other investigators
.ay have thought) it
was Simply an artifact of the sectioning procedure. However, the
available results fro. sections of varying thicknesses have since re-
futed this initial assumption. If the element is not an artifact, then
either it is a separate, undescribed receptor class or it is the trans-
formed remnant of another photoreceptor. Saxen (1954, 1956) has indi-
cated that the proportion of double cones decreases in the adult retina
as compared to the retina of the tadpole. Unfortunately, it is not
known if Saxen was examining comparable retinal regions of the tadpole
and the adult. He further failed to indicate whether the decrease in
proportion was due to an absolute decrease in the number of double
cones or an increase in the population of a different receptor. If,
however, it is assumed that Saxen is correct in his assertion, then it
is convenient to speculate that the observed "mystery cone" is the
transformed remnant of one of the elements of the double cone, most
likely the accessory member. Once the accessory member has gone, the
principal member, if its myoid shortens, may appear virtually indistin-
guishable from or, at most, somewhat longer than the single cone. It
could also appear to be somewhat different from both the single cone
and other principal members
--possible forming a third row during dark
adaption as described in the retina of Rana pipiens
. The occurrence
of the "mystery cone" in the retinas of these species of anurans and
its possible antecedents is currently being investigated both by
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examining serially sectioned retinas of different-aged adults and tad-
poles and by Golgi impregnation of the retinas of these species. Hope-
fully, this will allow for a better understanding of its morphological
development and its synaptic connections than is presently known.
One of the original reasons for undertaking these retinal examina-
tions was the possible value that these retinal reconstructions might
have in understanding various aspects of anuran visually-guided behavior.
With respect to color discrimination, the present results indicate no
'
retinal differences that could account for the reported differences for
the rapid and bufonid species (Thomas, 1953). They cannot be attributed
to a differential occurrence of the 433nm rod for as the results show,
the proportion of green rods within the area retinalis as well as in the
peripheral segments appears to be relatively similar for the frog and
toad species. In fact, if the receptor populations necessary for media-
ting color discrimination behavior are the 433nm rods and the 502nm and
575nm cones (Reuter and Virtanen, 1972; Backstrom and Reuter, 1975), then
the retinas of these bufonid toads should be at least as capable of
mediating color vision as those of the ranid frogs. A recent investiga-
tion by Mailman and Jaeger (1974) confirms this view by demonstrating
that the previously reported differences between the two families in
color vision simply do not exist.
The results of the present study are of primary importance to
investigators who are attempting to map the central retinal projections
with selective retinal lesions. For example, the studies of Lazar (1971)
and Scalia and Fite (1974) used lesions in various retinal quadrants in
two different species of Ranadae, one aquatic and one more terrestrial.
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In comparing their results, some differences were found in the central
projections from the different quadrants of the two species. As the
results of the present experiment indicate, however, the regions within
the different quadrants were probably not comparable. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine whether real species differences do exist for the
central projections of these two species of frog or, alternatively,
whether the derived differences may simply be attributed to the comparison
of functionally non-equivalent regions (i.e., superior-temporal regions
of the terrestrial frog may be more functionally comparable to central-
temporal retina and not to the superior-temporal retina of the aquatic
species). Future studies on selective retinal projections should, there-
fore, reconstruct the retinal topography and the exact location of lesions
so that more accurate comparisons may be made across species.
The current results also indicate the utility of using retinal den-
sities expressed in terms of cells/visual degree^ as compared with the
older method of cells/nm2 of retina. Expressing the densities in terms
of visual degrees eliminates the variable of different eye sizes both
within a species and between different species. These densities are far
more informative in trying to determine certain possible functions that
a particular region may be providing (e.g., sensitivity, acuity, etc.)
for the animal.
Comment should finally be made concerning the possible interpretations
of the observed disparities of the retinal cell densities in small vs.
large eyes of a given species. It has been traditionally accepted that
all mitotic cell division of neuroblasts ceases at metamorphosis. There-
fore, as the eye continues to enlarge, the retina must likewise expand.
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Other results of the present study also indicate that the morphological
appearance of the smaller retinas (younger animals) of a species is
rather homogeneous and does not display the area retinalis as seen in
the larger (older) animals. Therefore, if the retina does expand during
growth of the eye, it must be a dlsproportional change. Similar findings
were reported by O'Connell (1963) with retinas of different spoclos of
teleost. (See also Chievitz, 1890.) O'Connell reports that the decrease
in cell density within the area retinalis of the larger members of a
species was less than should be expected from the calculations of the
expansion. In other words, a unit image would be spread over an increas-
ingly greater number of receptors as the eye enlarges. The results of
O'Connell 's study and of the present investigation seem to indicate that
the area retinalis continues (or begins) to differentiate in adult life.
If this is true, what is the mechanism that provides this dlsproportional
stretching of the retina? It may simply be something endogenous to the
areae that makes it less susceptible to retinal stretching. Or possibly,
it may be controlled centrally via a feedback system of retinal efferents
These efferents may differentially effect those retinal regions that
provide input to the animal from visual regions of importance (e.g., the
horizon, anterior binocular field, etc.). The answer at present is un-
known. It could, however, possibly be determined which of the two may
be correct by pre-metamorphic eye rotation. If the area still develops
in the normal region or does not develop at all, then this would argue
for central feedback. If, on the other hand, it develops along the
pre-rotated axis, then this could argue for an endogenous mechanism.
Skarf and Jacobson (1974) have shown that the binocular units that form
er
ccur
intectu. after pre-.eta.orphlc eye rotation are activated by a stimulus
in one position for the normal eye and in a different, non-overlapping
position for the rotated eye. This suggests that at least the initial
formation of these tectal binocular units from the retina are "pre-
programmed" and not dependent on feedback "stimulation." However, Skarf
and Jacobson examined species only up to a maximum of three months aft
metamorphosis and the observed changes in retinal thickness seem to o
at a considerably longer time than eight months post-metamorphic
. It
would be necessary (and interesting) to examine the retinas of these
animals with rotated eyes some years after metamorphosis to determine
the position of the area retinalis if. in fact, it does exist.
If the number of receptors when viewing an angular region has
increased, then it seems that the larger the eye within a particular
species, the better the visual acuity within the area retinalis (as
previously demonstrated in goldfish by Herter, 1968). Further, the
increase in density/visual degree2 of the area of different species of
anurans appears to vary as a direct function of eye size (retinal length)
of the species. This is similar to the results of Fite and Rosenfield-
Wessels (in preparation) with bird foveas, but dissimilar to that
found by O'Connell in fish areae
. Possible changes in retinal grain
acuity with changes in eye size appear to have very important implica-
tions for studies investigating visually-guided behavior with members
of a species that may vary tremendously in eye and size.
Summary
The mjor conclusions based on the present findings are:
1. First and foremost, that the retinas of these species
of anurans are not homogeneous, but contain distinct
regions constituting an area retinalis
.
2. That the size, shape, and location of these areae
appear to be correlated with ecological habit. The
more aquatic species have a horizontal, linear-band
shaped area, while the areae of the more terrestrial
species are characterized by horizontal, elliptical
bands about a central region of high density.
3. All the species have regions of high cell density
that appear to be directed towards the anterior
binocular field. (Rana catesbiana
, and possibly
Rana clamitans, have an additional region that appears
to be directed towards the posterior binocular field.)
4. In all the species, it is the 575nm cone that accounts
for the largest percentage of the increased photo-
receptor density within the area retinalis
. This in-
crease in the 575nm cone population is brought about
primarily by an increase in the single cones in the
ranid species, but by the double cones in the bufonid
species
.
The results further indicate that differences in the
Photoreceptor distributions exist, not only between
frogs and toads, but also within each of the families
The data also show that the bufonid toads have a
higher percentage of morphological cones than the
ranid frogs, even though the zoological literature
classifies the ranid frogs as being the more diurnal
and the bufonid toads as being the more nocturnal.
The data further indicate the possible existence of
another photoreceptor element in the retinas of these
anurans, although it may be the transformed remnants
of the accessory member of the double cones.
Finally, the data suggest that as the retina expands
during growth to accommodate the increasing eye size,
it does so in a disproportional manner. The final
consequence of this is that the cell density/visual
2degree within the area retinalis does not remain con-
stant, but appears to increase with the increased
retinal growth.
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APPENDIX
The purpose of the Appendix is to provide a .ore detailed description
of the methodology that was used in this study for: (1) the localization
of the counts of photoreceptor and ganglion cells during retinal recon-
structions; (2) the conversion of the various counts fro. cellsW into
densities of cells/visual degree2; (3) the detennination of microns per
visual degree of retina for eyes, from various species, and of different
sizes; (4) details of the computer programs used for data reduction and.
(5) the procedures used in constructing the ganglion-cell topography maps
and in determining the photoreceptor distributions in the various species.
1. All eyes were sliced along either the dorsal-ventral, the
nasal-temporal, or a 45- degree, obligue plane. All sections were first
referenced (in microns) in terms of their depth from the first section
that actually contained retinal tissue. After staining and mounting the
sections, the optic nerve was localized and subsequently all sections
from that eye was referenced to it. Table 1 gives a listing of all the
sections from each of the different eyes used in the study along with the
distance of the individual sections from the optic nerve of their respec-
tive eyes.
Counts of the photoreceptor elements and ganglion cells from the
individual sections are all referenced to the ora serrata where the
counts began of the respective sections. See Tables 2 and 3.
2. For purposes of illustrating the conversion of the cell counts
from cell density/mm^ into corrected cell density/visual degree^, it will
be assumed that the counts are of ganglion cells contained in a 100-
89
micron segment of a retinal section of 10 microns thickness. See
Figure 1. Abercrombie's correction factor (1) gi„es the estln>ated
number (proportion) of cells of a given diameter that Is contained 1„
a segment of retina of x-.lcrons thickness, m this case, the raw data
is multiplied by (section thlckness)/(sectlon thickness + gangUon-cell
diameter)
.
since what was really counted was a surface area of length
100 microns and thickness 10 microns, the corrected density represents
the number of cells estimated to be contained In a 1000 microns^, if.
as m this case, there are 2500 microns /visual degree^ multiplying the
corrected cell density by the factor (2500 mlcrons^/vlsual degree2)/
(1000 microns^) win give the estimated corrected number of cells/visual
degree^.
Another way of viewing this conversion is that of correcting (pro-
portioning) both the length and thickness of the section in terms of
microns/visual degree. (See Figure 1.) As in the example, the length
counted was 100 microns, the thickness was 10 microns and there are 50
microns/visual degree. Then the length can be corrected (proportioned)
by the factor (2a) in Figure 1 and the thickness can likewise be corrected
by the factor (2b). If (1), (2a) and (2b) are done simultaneously, it is
the correction factor as given in Figure 1 and also in the Method section.
3. The procedure for determining the number of microns/visual
degree of retina is given in Figure 2.
4. Table 4 is a complete listing of the computer program (in
FORTRAN) that was used in the study to convert the raw ganglion-cell
counts into density/visual degree^. Basically, the program reads in all
the counts of all the sections of that eye, (see Figure 3), converts
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each ganglion cell count Into Its estimated corrected density/visual
degree^, and subsequently prints out a reconstructed retina which has
all distances (both between counts and between sections) In terms of
visual degree. Figures 4. 5 and 6 are the output of two horizontally
and one vertically sliced eye that was used In forming the retinal
gangllon-cell topography maps of Rana catesblana
. Placement of the
optic nerve Is Indicated by . similar output of the Individual eyes
of the other species was used in forming their respective gangllon-cell
topography maps.
Table 5 is the computer listing (in FORTRAN) that was used in
converting the raw counts of the photoreceptor density and INL thickness
into terms of density/visual degree^. Figures 7 and 8 give the output of
two sections that were counted for the species Bufo marinus. The sections
are from different horizontally sliced eyes and are from a horizontal
region approximately 10-15 visual degrees superior to the optic nerve.
Basically the output indicates the density/visual degree^ for each
of the photoreceptor types averaged over approximately 490, 980 and 1960
microns and 20 linear-visual degrees of retina. It shows the distance
both in microns and in visual degrees that is between the consecutive
averages. INL thickness averaged over 490 microns and 20 visual degrees
is also shown. For further details of this program see Table 5.
Table 6 and Figure 9 give an indication of the procedure that was
used in forming the photoreceptor distributions of the different species.
Table 6 shows the density, averaged over 20 degrees of retina, of the
double-cone population of the species Bufo marinus. The nine sections
are organized into four categories representing three different horizontal
91
regions of retina (I.e., 20-30 degrees. 10-15 degrees and 0-5 degrees
superior to the optic nerve) and one obU,ue section fro» an eye sliced
along the superlor-te.peral to Inferlor-nasal plane, fte table further
shows the nn^ber of separate counts that are contained In each of the
20 degree averages. Figure 9 shows average density/visual degree2 for
each of the four categories of Table 6. plotted along their respective
regions of the ganglion cell topography map. From this distribution was
formed the double cone density distribution for Bufo marlnus as Illustra-
ted In Figure 13 of the main body. A similar method was used In deter-
mining the distribution of the other photoreceptors for this and the other
species
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om
Figure 1. Illustration of^the conversion of the counts fr....
cell density/mm into corrected cell density/visual
degree
.
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Figure 2. Procedure for determining the number of microns/
visual degree of retina.
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 1
Table 1. Listing of the sections of the species Bufo marinus
used m the study along with the distan^i~3'f~Eh^
section from both the optic nerve (DON) and the first
section that contained retinal tissue (DFS).
Sections used for Bufo marlnus
EYE DPS DON
H-2 1060 51,00
1600 14.660
2680 3780
3220 32kO
3kkO 2620
k300 2160
kQkO 1620
5920 sko
6I1.6O 0
7000 SkO
7180 720
It
If
ir
ir
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
V-1 1720 3860
20I4.O 2SkO
2520 2360
2980 1600
31+60 1120
39i|0 6U0
i|580 0
5060 i;80
6020 lijiio
6980 2i|00
tt
ft
ff
ft
ff
ft
ft
ft
ft
Table 2
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 2
Sample of the computer printout of the raw data of thegangUon cell counts of a hori.ontally-sectioned eyeof R^na catesbiana. Each row represents a different
section and the number furthest on the left marginindicates the depth of the respective section f^om thefirst section that contained retinal tissue
VISUA. Jf;Hc:S/l><TEWV*L • y
2000 JO 10
10 IB 17 n
5 - -- --- - .n w 1, 14 14 15 1, 20
!• ? U 1, V 1. 1? u n U 13 13 11 10 0 . U 12 2? l l. a? . i> I, „ J
3000 31 10
I* M 9 19 16 j) ,6 il ^7 I) |J ^3
3 3,1
0 10 10 U tU 16 U 13 13 V 10 u U 1» iJ i6 ?0
3900 32 HI " •
26 20 22 17 23 22 22 27 >9^2. 2> n 3o ^7 i9 2U ,6 ?4 ,4 1/ 1. ,4 a iS
_.4fliliI..3l.lP..
24 23 9) 24 21 ,/j4 31 33 3l ?9 ;6 29
-3X 29 29'^i 4x'u 29 3l 39 Jl 44 3; „ 34
-
4900 32 10 - « ^.
l»^i.lM5 16 l» 1< 2> 19 24 20 1? iv 17 19 i7 15 lO ,v Jj 72 20 ?l 25 2u 2.j 23 a l3 il i4
.-5000 32 10
1^ 1« 2^ "0 2i ^4^2 5 20 1 4 itt 14 15 l5 l!> lO 1ft i ^» 14 14 16 13 16 S u jj jj ^5 7
-Aflflfl, 29 10.
.
^ _ «H 12 « II 11 d 9 5 lo'V I J 9 5 6 7 7 V '4"7""f"'6 V / 8 3 16 u j;
-
—— • - 6 6.2
7000 74 10 lO*»J^*255ft4J4<s4S4346476 1i
4 6W
•000 20 10 U'749539«454j^6if44dl4
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 3
Table 3. Sample of the computer printout of the raw data of thephotoreceptor cells and INL measurements of a sectionfrom a horxzontally-sectioned retina of Rana catesbLaColumn I indicates the number of TO-micr^nlifffir^thxs count from the previous count. If blan^ irindicates two-70 micron intervals. '
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Table 4. Complete listing of the computer program (in FORTRAN)
that was used to convert the raw ganglion cell countsinto density/visual degree
.
TVPP RbAL MPvDm
TvpP RfcAL M^VDy
B I MENS I ON in(l^),Ic;PM<iS);N(50),Cr(i5).l5:THlKU5),IEYFM<l5.50)
BIMFNSlOf EyEVMl5,50V.!EYEVD(15,50),KEyF(l5,50),lKPPT( 5)DIM^NSIOL NVE^T(i5), Ic;PvD(155 ,KSFVC(i5) ,KSPM(l5)
BATA (lPhAD=0>. (IslZPrO), (lCUT=n), (lCcDE=0). (Nn=0). (IN-O)(inAnE
= 0).(LlNE = n>. '(OUT = D),(KEPTiN = 0),(IDEG = 0), (iMOVEtO)BATA (IAGI\ = 0). (ISPACF = 0>, (ISKIP^Ct), nl=0). ( KN = 0 ) . ( ARANGrQ
)
DATA (K=>vnH = O.W (MPvnv = 0-). (STE=^=0.). (VDPIzO.), (SK P-0.)BATA (XL!^'F = 0.w (DEG5iiP=0.), ( S P A CE = n
.
) .
-
( DE G = 0 . > , (INT-500 )
BATA ( C-SPACP =n , 0 ) , (-Ic = 0 )
'
BFAn DAT^ FOR TDENTirTcATlOM, I D ( I ) -cOM a I NS WHICH SP^ClES, HOW
Cl^T. whIc-H EYE, ISiZE. rO\'TAI\S MIcPC^S CE EYE CUT, icuT CONTaINS
EVE COfTIGuPATrON oF Tm.p data, STEP^ VISlAL D'=G^EES PPR STbP
H=>VDH* IS M!C^nNS/vlS:nPG.^HO»lZ, KPVDVJf MICRHNS/Vl^^ CEGaf VbRT 1 C AL
1\T = 50 0
_
'
*
Bn 1000 I^EAD' I»l5 " ' -
R = An(6o,:0) ( In( I) , i»i .10)
E^RMAT ( ir^ A8 )
M^I TE ( 6: , 9) ( tD( I ) , I «j , 10)
FORMAT (-Hi,iOy,10A8/>
BCAD (60. «) IS|2E. ICUT, ICODE, MPVDM. MFVcV, STEP
F^-RMAT (l5,5x.iQ -PX, I?.3y,r5.2,5x,r5.2.5X,r5:i) '
1=" ( ICCDF , EQ, 0 ) GO Tp llll
W»ITE(6l,4) ISt2E,iCUT; ICODE^MPVDH.MPVCV.STEP
FORMAT (1Cx,IS.5x,a8
,
? V , I 2 .
3
v
,
F 5
. 2 , 5 X
.
F 5 . 2 , 5y , r5
.
1 /
)
H = aD DAT/. r^R pACW SECTlC^rf COUNTED?. ! ^P^ ( 1) ^ SECT I ON PLAQF IN MICR
B-^S, N'^NiUHpER rF COUNTS, CF C'^R^'PEcT I On pACTOP, STh I K^SEcT I ON
Thickness., ieyp(I,j)^ whepe i is ti-e section and j is the count,
BO 102 1=1,15
lv=I
iCAPC 60 , 20 ) I ScM( In) ,Nfv,. C*^( IN) , ISTHIK( IN)
FnRMAr(i^,3x,l7,5X.F5:?,3Vi!2)
;=ITE (^1,7) !.-^M(iN),nV',CF(IN),ISTH1K(!M
EORHAT (1 Ox, I'5.3X, l2,5x.F5,2,3X, I?/) " - - - - -
-
K (N( IN) ,EQ, 99) GO TO 1
B = AD (0C,2l) ( IpYEMj IN. J),Jsl,NN)
FORMAT (:^S(I2,iX))
W^ITE ( 61,6) ( !EYEm< IN". J) • J = 1#NN)
E-^RMAT (:V,45C t2,1x) )
CONVEPT fPqm «jCROnS To VISUAL DEGREES
103 J = l, NN
S=>ACE =lEYEM(Iv,J)
Bs=G = IS'HjK( !v)
EvEVDnN,J) = (SoACF*MpvnH»CF(IN)/10o. )*(MFVDV/r?EG)
lFYFVD(Ir:,J)=F;EVD(lN;j)" " ~
(EVEVD( r^ J)-iFYFvOf in; J) )-,5) 103,52.53
IF((IEYEvD(lN,
J
)/2)*2-IFYFVD(IN,J))53, 103*103
1EYFVD(IN.J) = IfYEVd(IN'.J)*1
CONTI NUE
CONTINUE
IN = iN-r
WDiTE (61,3) ( tSPM( I ) , !sl # IN)
EORMAT (iHi, 1s(2X.I5.2X)X
HOITE ( 61 ,i4)
£ORMAT (/15(lX.*C/vD*ly.*C/M*))
BO 13 Jsl.IN
_
KPITE ( 61 , 2001 ) (lEYEVn(I,J), lEYEp'ci",^). I«i,"lN)
BORHAT (i5(2x# l3,lx# 13) )
13
C
-C-
135
112
114
113
450
116
115
650
118
117
C
C
350
l2l
119
TOP,
55 0
GO TO <>50
CONTINUE
VnP)
= PlHaTF? iNT)/MPVDW
WITt (fe:
, 200?i VDpI
PCR"AT(5<;y,.vI^.D5G./lM
= •r5,l)
IMIS SECMON W|LL cONVfRT ALLIFMP.- SUD.NAS. FORMAT
If ( ICOHF .GT. 20) r,0 jO 350
ir (iconF
.Eo. 11 .or: icode
CONVERT ALL Tn SUpERIoP ON
1I = IN
BO 112 1 = 1, IN
BO 133 jsi,50
KPYEt II. J)=lEYpVD(l,J>
OONTI NUE
tJVEPT( I n=N( I )
K?pM( in = isPM(i)
11 = 11-1
- CONTINUE
K (I CODE .EQ." 12) Go'rO
BO 113 1=1. IN
NN=\|( I )
B" 114 J=1,NN
JFYFVD( I , Jj^X^vEC I , J)
CONTINUE
1SP^^( I )rKSPM( I )
N( I ) =NVERT(
I
\
CONTINUE
if ( ICODE ,nE. 11)
DO 115 1=1, IN
WN=N( 1 )
BO 116 J=1,NN
KFYE( I, J) = IEyE^/D(1.J)
CONT I NUE
KSPM{ I ) s I SPM(I )
tJVEBT( I )=N( I )
CONTINUE
80 TO 550
BO 117 1=1, IN
N\' = N( I )
KN = \i(I)
BO 118 J=1,MN
KFYEC I. JJ slEYpyOt i..KMi„
KN=KN-1
CONTINUE -
KSPM( 1 )SISPM( I ,
SVEPT(n=N(l)
.
CONTINUE
80 TO 550
IMIS IS "0 CONVERT
21 !S SN-lN, 2? IS
Jf.dCODF .EO, 21
BO 119 1 = 1, IN
KNsN( I
)
.UN = N( 1 )
BO 121 J=1,NN
KCYE( I,J) = 1EyEvD(I.Kn)
KN=KN-1
CONTINUE
KSPM( I )r ISPM( I )
SVERTC n=N( I)
CONTINUE
if (ICODE ,E0. 23) GO TO
HORIxOKTaLLY cut eyes TO A SUP
. 14)
11.
s
GO T
T-SN
,
0 450
12 IT- IN,13 IN-IT,14 SN-ST
ALL VERTICALLY CUT
STijT, 23 IS IN.SN
or: ICODE .EO. 22)
EVES
24 I
GO TO
TO SN-
S IT-S
750
In on
T .
TOP'rORMAf
850
99
DO 123 J=1,NN
Xt^YFvDt I
,
J)bKPyE( I, J)
l25 CnNT I NJUF
ISPMt I ) ckSpM( 1
)
Wf ! )rNVpRT( T ) —
122 DHNTINUF
750 jr (icont .Ne, ?i) 00 rn 9!>o ' "
Dn 1?A
! »1 , IN
NNrN( I
)
on 134 J=1,MN
KrYP(I,J) s lFvEVD(I,J>
l34 CONT I NUF
KSPM( 1 ).ISPM( 1 )
( I ) =M( I
)
r?A CONTINUF
an TO 65(1
950 1I=TN '
DO 126 I =1 . IN
Bn 127 J =1,50
KFYP( I , J)»IFyF'/D( lT»jt
1?7 CONTINUF
NVERT ( M =M( I I)
K«^PM( I ) « I SpM( It)
'
I-l
1?6 OHNT I Nue
TO 8^'!'
550 1 ARANG«1
BO TO 55i
fl5o I APANTjc? ' '
551 DP 12 ir . 1 ,
P
If (in .F c. 1) r.o TO 7nM
SDArt = yAnCf-(^r^pM(Ic>.KSPM(l))
KCPVD( lC)s SpAr:E/MpVDV
G'^ TO 1?
on TO 1?
l2 CHNTINUF
wciTF (/Si,?oo'^) (»^sPM(fr), Kspvn(rc)» ir = i,iNi
2005 rnfvHAT r//i=^(i rf,*«;pM«ix.*SPVD*)/ix,ib< I5.ixi3))
DP 999 lAGjNtl,?
_
C ROINT KAW DAT* -
-
-
wDj Tt ( , 1*^ ) ( I n( T ) . I HI . in>
l9 FORMAT ( 1 Hi , 30 /
.
IOaH// )
MoiTb (6: I'-JZF, ir:i)T, MPvnH, MPVCV. VDPIMNT
16 FOWMAT ( dOX • *'' JAL FyC z *I5,^X,*rLT r^Oy •AS / ? 8 X . * M ! C R ON b / V I S . DF
IQ.(WO^IZ) e •Fr, . 2, , mT CPCJNS/V I S
.
CFG
.
( V I RT ) « • f . ? / 4 ^ X , * V 1 SUAL D
2Er,RFE5/njTERVA| = • F 4 7 i /5*^ >^ # I ER V AL RFtWEFN COUNTS > •I4#*MICW0N
3$#///
)
DO 1 04 nuTci ,
U
NM=M( OUT
)
MOI T^ < I 25) Ic;PM(nUT)>:(OUT) , ISTHlK(nLT)
25-.- FOPmat (ri',15iix*l?*iv,l2)
C WAVF TO /iPD Ir (hN,CiT;4n) SPLIT FAGF
JcpACE w (Nf 0')T ) -l3>/3
Qo TO ( ^Ol,60^,60:^,6f»4'.6n!?, 606,607,606 ',609, 610), ISPACE
601 WPITb (M»611) (I»'Y^M(ni'T#J)#J=l»NK)
• 611 FORMAT MlXi31( 12ilX))
' GO TO 6?1
_
\
» 602 WPITt- (fti,6l?) ( IFYFMJnt'iT* J) » J»1#Rn)
» 612 RPRMAT (:'6x, 33(12, 1X)>
100
6l3 RoiTg (61,613) CIEYEM<nUT,J).J«l,NN)
en TO 621
GO TO 621
6v5 WB:TE (6:, 615) ( IFYEM(nUT.J).J«l,I^N)
6.5 FnP"AT (23x,3M2,i)())
en TO 62i
6:s WPI'E (61.616) MEYEMrnnT, J), J»1,NK)616-- CnSMAT (1«X,39, I2j1X)1
60 TQ 6?i
6C7 WBI'E (6:, 617) (IEYEM(nUT.J).J=l,NN)
617 FPPVA^ (l4x.4Df 12.1X)1go
-c 621
6r6 KurE (61,618) H E yEm ( oi IT , J ) . J = 1 , N\
)
615
_
ECK^A' ( 'x.41f !2,iX))
Qn -0 02: '
-
6C9 WP."E (61.619) nFYEM<nHT, J), J = 1,NK>
619 Fop-a: ( 5x,4-^( I2,lX)>
SO '0 621
6:0 WOI-E (61.620) ( lEYEMfnUT, J). J=1,NN)
6L<:_..Fni;-A' ( 1 X i 4 5 ( I 2 , j^X ) )
SO '0 621
-- 621 K (CwT .cq. I, ) Gq to ^5(1
Sxi=
=
rLOA'( !S""(0IJT*1)-ISPM(0UT) )/i6l.n
J<;k!P:SK!P
lr(f 5KIP-rL0AT( I-^KlP) )-.5) 73.72,73
22 .._.-jF ; ( I£»<IP/2)*?-ISkIP) 73,71,71
.73 :cK!P=isKiP*.i
• 7: UPi-E (6; .2010) ISkIP.sKIP
2:10 FO^^A" f 3ax. I5.5x,f3.1i
- jr (lSKIP-3) i04,il,ii
11 D-» 106 I I = 2. tSKIp
KPI'E (61,445)
4^5 FnK-AT(lH ) " ' '
C M3I'E EYE DATA IN TERMt; qf VISUAL SU6TEMT
1?: Dn 1001 j°age =1,2
KorE (61,1?) ( iD(I ) , 1.3 .10)
_
( '>i ,16) UIZF. ICiiT, MPVDH, "kfvcV". "vbPlTTNr
SO '0 ( 651.65?), iPA(3e
6?X SO "'O (PQ0,991), IaRANR
_.. 85: XPI'E (61,75)
75 FOF-AT (?X,18H SUPERjnp TEMPORAL/)
80 TO 693
85i WQrE (61,85)
,85 FORMAT (?X, 14HsUPFRl0« MA<;AL/)
30 TO 693 '
6^2 SO '0 (ao4,R96), IaRANR
8?4 KPI-E (61,175)
-U5 £Ofi"AT Cl :'3x. i5l:SUPeRI0r NASAL_/J
50 '0 60?
'
89t KPJ'E (61,185)
IS5 FOR-AT (l05X,lsHIMrER!nR NASAL /)
893 DO 646 Out = I.IN
562 K t IPAGE .E'I. 2) GO T'^ ?61
KOJTE (61,55) kSPVd(OUt) ,MVERT(CUTj. ISTHIKiOUT)j lSpACF,LlNfc
55 FORMAT {?V,I3,iX,l2,lX'.I2,lX,I5,lx,I5)
— 60 '0 563
101
565
1647
635
6?6
4096
4 0B9
4 099
4 090
4inn
4091
4101
409?
410?
4 093
4103
4094
4104
4 095
410^
4087
4097
ft?7
637
6?8_
4054
4044
4040
4050
4041
4051
4042
4052
KCPTJNr iKfpT(OiiT)
JMG»1
Jr (IPAHf ,ro. ?) lNn,!KFPT(OUT)*l
Jr (iPAHf .c:q. ?) kFPTjm x NV*^RT(0LT)
ir f OUT ,ro. 1 ) fin TO ?bP
J*^ ( ISPAL^^ .L^. 10) GO TO 647
6n TO (^^ 6,^6"'.^6^,/)69)
, TSPArt-lO
tin TO (fr>'^,'^?^'.f)27,^?fl,^2^.^3G,63j
.fS3?
W^I^E (61, 6."^^) fKFYFCOuT, J).
FORMAT flX,-j2(T?,3x.p.4x))
GO TO 64^3
K ( Ii^AGF ,F:o. ?) go Tn 4 0 97
GO TO (4 ^P,4Uf<9. 4090 , 4 051 , 409i:, 4093, 4n94 , 4095),
6?3,634), ISPACE
J=INr,.KEPTlN)
c^^pYErnuT, J)
?,4y))
( K'F YE (oi'T , J)
2*4x) )
(«FYE<n"T, J)
?,4y)) • -
(KFYEf nl'Ti J)
J= I^JGiKFpTlN)
J- INCKFfTIN)
* J=ING,K'=^FTIN)
KEPTIN - 14
I J= ING.K'^FTIN)
(KpYEfof'T J) » J«ING,KFpTlN)
(KpYErn'iT. J)
, J=IMG.KFfTIN)
J)
, J=ING,KFfTIN)
J) I J=ING.KPfTIN)
Wt=
I TE {( '
.
409'*
FOK^AK 4oX, 15(
QO TO 64^
I^^ITh (6-
,
409'^
F.opMAT(4 y,16(
Gn TQ 64f>
WDITE (^1,410')
ropMAT ( :^^x , 1 7 (
QO TO t^b
woiTh (6:,4in^
rnpMAT(?px,i8(
GO TO 64S
Wt^ITE (fl,410?
FnRMAT(?'/X,19f
QO TO 64"^
WC'ITL- (fr:,4lC"^
FORMAT ( 1^ X, ?0
(
60 TO 64fc>
WD
I TE (61,410^
f-^rmat ( 1 y
, ?i (
60 TO 645
Wr^ITt (M,4U'*'
FORMAT( 4y,?2(
QO TO 64S
WC'ITE (l^i # 4097
FORMAT ( 1 X,22(
QO TO 645
WP I TE ( 63 , 637)
FopMAT(ly,lO( I?#4X, 12. 5X) )
QO TO 64K
{ I^Arb .FQ. ?) r,0 To 4019
jr (KEPTpUlO) 4 0 44 , 4 044 , 4 05 4
iMouc- = kfptin - in
on TO '^1,40:??. 4p?3.4P24
, 40?5, 4026 , 4o?7 , 402fi, 4029 ), IMOVE
J^OVE = K^PTpJ - h
QO TO (4 4f), 4041 , 4042 , 4043), IMOVE
WojTE (<^:.4n50^ (KpYEfol'Tt J) j J = I NQ , K FF T I N )
FORMAT ( 66X, 1 0 ( I ?.5x ) ) -
80 TO 645
WDITE (^1*4051) (KpYE^nl'TtJ) .J'lNG.KFpTjN)
FORMAT ( 73X, 09( T?,^x) )
QO TO 64^;
WOITb (61 . 405^^ (KFYE^nl'Tf J) > J= 1 NQ > K Ep T | N
)
FORMAT ( P'X, 08( t2,5x) )
"
QO TO 645
(KFYEf OMT
(Keye/oi'T
?.^x)
)
(^'FYEroliT, J)
2.4x) )
, J« I^JGiKEfTIN)
(KFyECOiiT, J), J=INn,KEPTlK>
102
4021
4031
4022
4032
4023
4033
4024
4034
4U25
403?
4026
4036
4027
4037
4028
4038
4029
4039
4019
4020
^39
630
4002
4012
4003
4013
4004
4014
4005
4015
400 6
4016
4007
4017
400S
4010
400 0
4001
(KEYE(nMT, J)
, J=ING,KPfTIN)
CKFYE(nUT,J)
, J=I\'G,KEFTIN)
(KFYEtnUT* J) I J=ING,KEfTiN)
(*^EYE^n'-'T, J)
. J=IM6iKFpTIN)
(»<FYE<nliT,wi)
2,5x) )
# JsINCKEfTI N)
61 TO 645
WS=ITE ( 61 , 4031
FORMA'!' { 59X, 11 (
6n TO 645 - -
M^ITE (61,4032
FnRMAT(5?X,12(
6n TO 645
W^ITE (61,4033
FORMAT ( 4SX, 1 3(
GO TO 645,.,
W=ITE ( 61 , 403^^
FORMAT ( 3dX, 14 C
GO TO 645
WCJTE (6l,4u3'^
FnRMAT(3jX,15(
GO TO 64^
W^ITE (6i, 4 03f^
FORMAT ( 2^X, 16(
S'^ TO 64t;
W^ITE (61,4037
F0RMAT(1?X,17(
6C "^0 645
WSITt ( 61 , 4 03=*
FORMATd: x,ie(
60 TO 645
MPITE (6: ,4C3^
F'^PMAT(03X,19(
60 TO 645 - -
I TE (61 ,4020
F-:RmaT( 1X,19(
e*^ TO 645
KoiTE (6:, 639) (KFYF(ni)T,J), J=ING,KEPt!n)
FORMAT (iX,6(Ip,5y,l2.6V.l2,5x))
GC TO 645
flPAGF .FQ, 2) GO Tn 4000"""
'
1^0^'E =KF°TlN-o
e'" TO (4 02,40 = 3, 4o04 , 40 0^,4006, 4007 , 4r)0e)* IMOVE
(^^EYE^nt'T, J) * J=ING,KPFTIN)
2,^X))
(KEYE^ouT; J)
2|5x))
, J=ING,kEFTiN)
(KEYE^Oi'T, J)
, J=I\'GiKEfTIN)
2,5x) )
( ^< E Y c ( n ' i T J r ," J = I N G ; K E F 1 1 N
)
W-ITE (61,401?
FOR^'AT {56.x, lO
TO 645
W^ITE (6:',40i:^
FORMAT ( 48Xi 11
60 TO 645
WPITE (61, 4014
F-^RMaT f •aOx, 1?
GO TO .645 .
MCITE (6i,40l'>
FOP*^AT f 32X, 1"^
60 TO 645
WPITE (61 ,4016
pnpMAT ( ^^Xi 1^
80 TO 645
WO I TE ( 61 , 4017
FORMAT ( 3 6X# l5
60 TO 645
WPITE (61,401^
FORMAT ( «X»l6
60 TO -645 - _
WRITE (61,4001
FORMAT ( IX, l6
(KEYEmUT, J) , J=rJGfKEFTlN
I2,6X)
^
(KEYE^nDT, J) , J=ING#KEfTIN
I2,6X) 1
(»<EYE(0L'T,^) ,J=IN6#KEFTIN
I2,6X)1
(KFYEfnUT, J) , J=lN6,KEFtlN
12, 6^)^
(keye^oi't; J) , J=ing.kpftin
I2,6X>^
(KEYE(nl'T,J) ,J=1NG,KEfTIN
I2,6X) >
_
_ ^
(KEYE(nLIT, J) , J=ING.KEfTIN
I2,6X)1
(KEYE/Ot'TiJ) ,J=ING,KEFT1N
I2,6X), 12)
?r (TPJr,^
.EG. 2) GO To 4055
IMQVE = K^PTIN -10 - -
60 TO (4' "^6, 40^7, 40.58, 4n59, 40^0, 4061), IMCVE
t'EYE^n'iT. J) , J=ING,KEPT1N>MP I TE (61 , 406^
rORMAT ( 44X,_4 (
on TO t^b
WPJTE ( 6-:. 4067
F.nRMAK 36y, 4 (
6n TO 645
WRITE (61,406^
FnpvAT(?py, 5(
GO TO 645
WPJTE (6:? , 4069
FnRMAT(19X. 5(
80 TO 645
WDJTE (61 ,4070
rORMATdlX, 5(
60 TO 64S
WPITE (61,4071
FORMAK ^y, 6(
GO TO 645
WOITE (^-,406^
FORMAT( 2X, 5(
BOT0645
WCJTE (6r,642)
Ke^E^OI'T, J)
, J=ING.KFPT1N)
6x.P.7x,I?,6X))
KFYE^O^^T, J) * J= I NG , K Fp T I N
)
6x»l2.7x,I2,6X))
KpYEro'iT, J)
, J=IMG,KFfT1N)
^X* P'.7x. I2,6X) >
*<FYE^nl'T; J)
, J=lNG,KCpTlN)
^X. I2:_7X.12,6X)2
^^EYE^ntJT, J) I J=ING,KEfTIN)
6x#l2.7x,I2,6X>)
KEYEfOliT, J)
, J=ING,KFfTIN)
<!>y.P.7x,12,6X))
(KEYE(nijT, J), J=ING.KEPTlK)
2) GO To 4112
(4-06, 41 r> 7, 450e,^i, 0^,4110,4111), KEPTIN
- - - (KFYE(nMT, J) , JsING.KFfTIN)
2, By))
FORMAT (: X,15( T2,7y) )
60 TO
WOITE ( 6:, 643 ) (KFYE(ni]T, J) , J= 1 NG. KEPT IK )
FORMAT (lX,7(I?,7X,l2,fly)>
60 TO 6 45
ir (IPA^F .EQ,
GO TO
WPITE (6: ,4116
FORMAT ( 56 V
, 8
(
60 TO 64^
MDITE (6:, 4117
FORMAT ( 46X
, 9 (
GO TO 6 4 5
MPITE (6:, 4119
FORMAT(76X,10 (
60 TO 645
WPITE (6- ,4119
FORMAT(26X,llC
BO TO 645
WRITE (61,4120
F0PMAT(16y, 12(
80 TO 6-45
WPITE (6^ ,4121
FORMAT( 6X,13(
GO TO 645
WPITE (61,4122
FORMAT( 1X,13(
80 TO 645
an TO 645
60 TO 645
IF f IPAGE .EO, 2) gO Tn 4072
IMCVE = KFpTI\'.7
60 TO (4^73, 407^*^075, 4^76) , IMQVE
WPITE (61,4083) (KEYE(Ot)T,J) ,J=IN GiKEpTl N)
FORMAT ( 4^ y, '4( i2,9x, p;i0X>)
80 TO 645
" (KEYE(n"i'T, J)
2,8x) )
('<EYE<Ol)T, J)
2,Px) )
(KpYE^'nUTTJ)
2,«x) )
(KFYE<nllT; J)
2,Bx) )
J=rNG,KEFTiNi
,
J=ING,KFpTlN)
VJ=ING",KFfTIN'J'
, J=ING.KEfTIN)
(*<EYE7nUT73TTJ=~r^'G7RFFTlW
2, By))
(»<EYE<nl'Tf J) , J=ING,KEfTIN)
2,8x) )
40 74
4084
4075
4065
4076
4086
4072
4082
669
645
.82_
83
81
6^8
6M
108
?5o
623
624
a22
6^6
lOOl
lOOO
1111
MPJTE (M
EORMAT ( 33
8n TO 64^
WRITE (6:
FORMAT ( ?!
SO-TO -645
WRITE (6:
FDRMAT ( 1
:
80 TO 64^
MOITE (6:
EORMATC :
en TO -645
80 TO 64H
QLINE = K
XLIME = r
LiNFrXLiN
I ( ( V L ! f -'
.
( (LINE
LINF = LI
( Ll\b
DO 108 1=
K P I T E ( 6 :
CONTINJUF
60 TO 64
DFC^U? =
J^PACt =
J"^ C( DEL-
ir f ( Ib^A
I?;PiCE =
i?.PACE z
GO TO 164
CHNTINUE
CONTINUE
CONT I NlUE
CONT I NUE
STOP
EMD
SCOPE-
, 4084 )
X, 5(T
* 408=:^
X, 5( T
* 4086
1
X, 6C T
. 4082 >
X, 6{ T
(KFYE(nl'T, J)
, J=ING,KFfTIN)
2*9x, I?'.10X>)
(KEYErnUT,J) , J=ING,KFPTIN)
2#9Xi I2'.10X>)
.
_
CKEYE(nUTrJ) # J=INGiKEFTlN )
2,9x, I?.10X))
UT*1)
-kSPVD(OUT)
,66
T(LlNEM - ,5) 81,82.83
- LlNE> 83.61,61
5PVD<r)
LINE/1
c
f-flc.^
/2 W2
NE * 1
. 3) 646,648'.64ft
^,LI^F
#445)
6
...
( vDpf/SfEp)»in
.6
'
DEGSU.
CE/2)*
ISPACp
( iSPAp.
7
CAT(Ispa^E))-.S) 622#6 23i6 24
2-lsPACF) 624,622,6221
6-45)/5_
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 3
3. Sample of the computer printout of the raw data of the
photoreceptor cells and INL measurements of a section
from a horizontally-sectioned retina of Rana catesbiana
Column I indicates the number of 70-micron intervals of
this count from the previous count. If blank, it indi-
cates two 70-micron intervals.
^ C\J OJ OJ r^r^
O O Cvj O lAOO CM (\J CM
O
O
Ml
• I—I
• I
J-
C ^\
CM 1 f\
1 1
o
o Q
K
CM
«> M
t» O
fH •
O
M
o O
C CO
ctf
•H oQ
c 05 a:
+^ O
cd K
o a:
a:
m M
c^lAlAf^uxCM-d-CM CM CM CM CM
vO CM
-d-r^T- cv>CMr^mrr\p^CMr^CMCM
r^cn-^mcM f^r^r-^O CM CM CM r^r^-d"
-^-^
-d- J" ^ J-J^
^ CM CM ^ ^ CM
OOlArrvrr^roUN^r^r^CM CM r- vO vO lA
c^CM J-CM CM^CMCMCMCMr^r^CMCM-d-
CM CM CM J--zJ-^CM t- ^ CM r-^CM cr\^
C^vOlAlA^rOvO CM r^UMfNCM CMAIAIA
i:-^CMn^r^^T-^CMr-^^«"
OUMA
lACM O OCOCO
lAsO UMAJ-J" CM coco
CO vO UMACM CM-d"n^c^CM f^CM c^^<r\^
CM r^CM CM-dT^CM c^CMr^-d-CMr^CM^r^
CM J- CM ^ O UMA r^r^ CM -d-c^ CM r- CM
-d"CO C^^lAlAP^CMIAr^r^-d-CM
-d^lA
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 4
Figure 4. Computer output for a horizontally-sectioned eye
of Rana catesbiana. The number furthest to theleft indicates the number of visual degrees between
the sections counted. The first page is for the
temporal half of the retina and the proceeding page
IS for the nasal half. &
f &
«-2000^30 ID
H*N* :Aie>bUNA<;.)-^o^(;usrA, cjKh think,, ht, trt. dk aupIi. hut «ui. head t.^
VISUA, Jt".N£ :S/lNTEWv»L . 7.7 * "
IS IB 1? 13 15 9 \i 15 1? U 15 14 U I3 H 10 9 » In 12 22 IJ !•> 10 14 14 15 ii 20
6 6,2
3000 Jl 10 _
14 14 9 19 16 i5 16 ll U l> 19 i; 1? i3 0 10 10 l3 ^i) 16 ,1 13 9 15 jj iJ x» 75
• —
. . — -— .— . 3 3|l
3900 32 iU • - -
.26 20 22 17 23 22 22 ^2 ?» 2* 2» !0 24 3c 2? i9 2u jrf 26 2^ l9 ?4 if !< lb 24 ^r 23 ,2
5 3 1
1
.Milil.3l_lJI
24 23 25 24 25 2I 3< 3l 33 3l 2' ?9 26 29 31 ^9 2* 31 ii" W 2" 3i 35 31 Jb 44 j7 31 22 36 '
«flo 32'xo" ' ~ " - -
-
Ift_a.1_l7. 15 16 i5 i4 19 24 20 i? iV i7 i? i7 i5 !*» iV_ 2j 22 20 ?1_29 2tJ 23 a 13 i« i4
3 3,1
5000 32.10
_
1« 19 2., 15 19 23 ?o 23 <?4 25 20 l< l4 15 lO l5 1^ lO 16 l'> I* 14 16 p 16 8 ll li jj i5 .7
.6flaa. ?9 10..
_ _
_
«
1» 12 B il 11 a B 5 10 4 4 5 9 5 6 7 7 V 4 7~"> 6 5 / 8 ? 10 IX {T
.
6 6.2
7000 24 10 10">>552 5 564J664S4346476 11
4 6.2
BOOO 20 ID Il77 45 535645*39bfl44dl4
-1
ftt«« t8i«\t 1 1 'o^u^ CJTi" '"i***!. <«t, tw wot. K(in
._ iiciij,s/iis.3ti.(H)sWi "ic-j-.i'.:a.jf*..(v|rit» •
:
. lufinitn «*s»L
IJ 19 • 20 l< J3 13 10 2u 4ft *
'*
13 }• Ifl
•41— --Jfl Xi~ JO . S 13 - 15 - .10 18 19 Za
'*
*
10 •
I 10
-
- 4^ 7V 19 •
19 I* le 23 10 19 19 I) IJ IS 23 13 25 21 4S
«i 3a 10 •
_»» it
_a5 41 33 Ji _ -31 *i 39 1i _ 20 2* 31 _JS 39^ **
4l 3W 10 *
99 •* 49 51 }t 51 iS S* 51 >l 5l »3 3 J <» J»
99 3X 10 •
79 J* ;« - 70 7» 91 74 7» fl* '9 t7 12 7* >6 *l
- . _ t2 3< 10 •
«« 51 $4 *« 41 44 *1 «J *1 5) «• J9 >ft
.
_
'
e« 91 10 •
^ 25 2> 33 29 41 29 J) JJ 2^ *l S3 J3 J« 33 «t '1
t3 lU IC »
2} 23 2n 4ft JO 9* 3S J* 4i J6 39 20 >|
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 5
Figure 5. Computer output for a second horizontally-sectioned
eye of Rana catesbiana
. See Figure 4 for details.
<«^4 C'T* >• NlHti^hU. :jT -2, RT.t'^fc' riAan apa^T, cut mom lOP
. a S3 20 7 .10
3; 11 19 19 IV l9 IS 17 2Q 19 2» 19 2« i7
29 S9 20 4 12
24 S. 29 20 1' 19 I* 19 15 24 I* ^2 }« 2* jl*
JS 3* 2' 4 9 ^
46 J? i» JO 4» 4) *0 4» *4 •! 4 3 «« •! •! * !?
42.ir 20 4 1
29 J9 3« S9 41 94 9i >* '2 »• •» tl •l •» t*?
^' %6 ^ 99 ft7 '0 «0 «3 93 'J * '3 •» '* '*
\\
^* % ^ • J 91 U ts' 93 10 «»9 ~ •» *7 7« 4' '2 69 U ?!
*'
'n *50 ' 44 * »; « »> '0 T2 •I •! '0 «
77 1* 20 • 9
i* 41 JC 15 39 «* »* M *5 ^1 " i-
" \l . .* 39 24 35 23 37 41 U M U 1> 23 *l "
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3i1J* C4T, ?Q Mjouj^r* 1^
-2. BT.b'£.
->.*Bn ***#T. Cut rHO« loP
'01*. ;rE • IC»^0
SUPIBlCft H*S«L
" " " 31 2. ,3 « "
30 24 33 2) 3J 2» 3l SO 33 3* ^4 20
20 3) 49
2Q
1<
'5 *' " 70 „ " „ * ?
73 «6 67 »7 »» J« 57 5» /B
U 3f 49
97 4« ^*
48 5?
50 50
43 52 5j
4* 44 J,
47 3' ^0 4
44 5« »' 36 43 4» 34
^0 3t 4 ^
4« 50 5« 94 3» •/ >y
*^ " " f 'I >i » » ,4 4- „ iZ 3/20 4 /4»
" 1' ^9 2? J* l» 3* 22 30 35
^0 *!
77 3* iO 4 »
2" " 2« 1' 23 3« l» 30 3t 2* 20 24 ,j 37 ''3^ ' "
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 6
Computer output for a vertically-sectioned eye of
R^"^ catesbiana
.
The first page is for the super!
half of the retina and the second page is for the
inferior half.
**0T«. t*f • two Cjf *MUf WPtfUH
—~— . — XlCWJJil/lf Hy3ta,lM)H| < }D HC'O'S/VIk U|U lV|(itt , ?4,WV
• }0 10 > •!
II U f II U W It I* !•
tl t« 10 ft I
» .»..n.*-.ii 11 i« 11 1) tl II iti
ar I* 10 ft I
II JO it 21 II >i yi II 'ft 11 ii II 1" M
41 U 19 ft I
Ii u. J« Ji_^ 14 Jl. ._ Il 41 II M Ift 4ft H »»
41 SI 10 I 4
S* 4J !• «t II II 14 4« ftl II 41 «1
"
1^ * |» 44 l| f* /f •» " 'I ft* '»
.11 la IB
•I «1 }• 9* 1» I* 7* 4* 44 44 74 *|
II It 19 I
S4 1* IS 4* 41 >l n 14 41 II 41 «1
•
I II 18 ft^ "•'«7"' J3 IJ 1ft tl Ift !• II 1ft » 1ft » **
V
C»T:SaUN».5, VJhtUjl cur,i .1 tvi-^"'- , L', Tt, *OPT, C'' t MUM TOP,
111
•» " «1 32 27 ,4 21 U 16 23 14 1? 15 ^' 23 0 3k <o
4
5» 30 25 3i i« i2 IB ix' j4 U U 16 12 34 dQ12 21 ift
44 2t 27 19 j9 i«
LL^.JV " " ^" 2» 1? 1* 2T
14 - -iO IJ
_ 19 , _ 23 ,8 1, 12 9 i2 ^ ^ 15
" * ^"
99 21 1ft 19 14 t« l» l« l« 12 U i« It1» 14 I? 16 21 61 31 di
4
32 I* l« O 12 :2
^* • 1» 19 iV l« W 12 30 ;6 31 it
4
2» II - 19 16 It ,9 1* 19 l2 19 19 iV i9 i;
«4 29 ^0 « ?
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 5
Table 5. Complete listing of the computer program (in FORTRAN)
that was used in the conversion of raw photoreceptor
counts into cell density/visual degree.
p = n'"^PiM P"*0"0'^^nNpUT,n;iTPUT,TADtfn-ivciiT TAPCAi-mtTouT*
JMFGrf. P^4fl0A.GR4a0A,c;r480A,rC460A.pP(;ft0A,GRO60A,DC960A,SC960A
r TCGrR .nRl960
.nri060,^'Cl96o.^Ci96 0
- & = AL ^CCCM, lNL.Mcn,Mc7nA2.MCPKC,MC70A,^CC»', MPVD
RCAL ^P^t'Ln,MGPc:n,MnCsn.MSr*SD
e'ME\SIPr- EYEnrlOMSPArE( 20 0 ). IRR(20P), 1GR( 200 ), IDC(?00)D:MC\S10r I?C(?00), iMTf ?00). L( 20 0 ) ,NNf 2 0 0 ),PR480 ( 75 ).GR4tiO(7i)>
B!MPr.5lOl.' DC4«^ (75) r SC4*>0 ( 7^ ) , MC4Q0 ( 75 )
.
I^0C'^'T(75 )
D|-^^.siOi RRXOf 15).Gpyn(l5),Drxn<i5
5 ^ccyn(l5),RPx?oa«^),GRXSQ(15)
B^MC^SIO^ DCX^-(l5),srycc(l5),NXVD(l5).MRP(i^),MGR(i5)!MDC(l5)
B:MF\SIOr, MScCiS)*MT0TM5>*MPDPgcfiS),r/GF;PECCl5).'^DCPFC(l5)
B:MP\SlCr M^Cf'^C; ( 15 ^pP5n< 15 ), MGRsr ( 15 i.^^DCSr( 15), MSCSD(lt>)
BT^^cr,5i0f LCNTfl5), LTNjL(lt>)
CO 1 0 0 II = 1 , 4 0
n
RtAn fbO.loo) rPYEn(i), i » 1,10)
1:0 Frs^'AT (i QaP)
R = An (60,101) :>^D.GPD.nrD.SCD,MCD, ISTWIK.MRVD - '
F-^MAT ( 5F5.1.3X.I?*'^5.1>
B" 300 K=4,io0.4
L = K.3
R^A^ C60,lO?)tT5PAcE(M.loR(n»IGP(I),iDcn),I5C(I),IK:L(l).lMnCl).
— II = L.K)
1:2 F-;^MAT (4 C I2,iy, 12. l2o ^. I2'1X» I2.F-1 ,1. I2#1X) 5
B" 3C1 J = L,K
K f J) .E'^. 9*^) on TC 1
. 3:1 C'*NTI\UE
^ 1 K = J
K^I'^E (61 , 200 )
2:0 Fr^^A' CMi, 13lH*»****
2*.
: .K51TE (^«:,207) (Evpncl). 1=1. lO),PpD,GFD.DCn,SCD,McD.ISTHlK, MPVD
• 2:T F'-P'^A' (.X,lH*,129x*lw*./lX,l^^*,5y.lGAe,44x,ltJ*,/lX,lM.,5X,5F5.1,
l5v,T2.P5.1,a9V.lH*,2(/iV,lH*,i29X,lM#>)
W=ITE (^1#209)
7j9 F'RMa- (iX,lH*.llX.lH*,23y*2H»*,2'^X,2H**,23y.?H*.,23x,2M#*,7X,lH*.
I9v, IM* )
W=ITE (6: ,201)
2:1 E'R^^A"^ (:X,lH*.liy.lM».UX#?HPR,10x,2M**.liy,2HGR,lOX,2H#*,llX#2HD
lC.inx.2w.»,iiy,2H<^C#inx.2w**,3X,2M^C,2y,lH.,3y,3HlNL,3x»lH*)
^'=!TE ( 6:, 209)
W=ITE (6!,2U9)
M=:tE (61.202)
2C2 F'-PMaT (:y,lH*.12H mU ^ ON*, 4C25h 49o^U * 980^U * l960MU»*),
18^ 1 960MI-*,10W M_I(:rON5_*)
MD I TE (61 , 209 )
M=!TE (61,208)
2C8 F^RMA" ( iy.l3lM*»•*•*••***•****•******•***•***
2f
l^'^yl = pPyf^
< ' Rrcr = XTMiK/CyTHlK * P^'D*!.^)
M Q=rr = yiMlK/CyTHlK ^^0*1.4)
V_ D:cr = yTWiK/(yTHlK D'"D*1.4)
< • Srcr = yTWiK/(yTHlK c;CD*l,4)
• NCCr = XTMiK/(yTH;K_t,MCD>l„,4}
iceo = 0
< *
_ . ICN = 0 — - - .
114
10
?6
25
C
3
BrcHN = mcd)
SCCHN = ISC( I
>
SrCON = (•^CC0N-SCCf*MDvD**2)
ITRR = PRCON
JTGR = GpnoN
/ < 70
. 0*XTHI K
)
/ ( 70
.
OaVTHIK)
/ (70.0*XTHIK)
/_ C70.0*XTHIK)
R°xn{ I VP ) =
Qcxnc I vn ) =
DrxD c I vn ) r
Srxnc I VP) =
RPXSO( I VD) =
6PxS0( I VL) =
D'^xsoc I vn) I
Scx*^Q(lvn5 =
R^'vDC I VD)
GRyDC I vD)
DCvD( I vD)
SCyDC T vD)
MTGP =
MTDC =
NTsr =
MTDrsn
HTPR |TRR
"rsc tTsc
= ^nPRSn jTRR**2
= ^n'^RS- * ITGP*.2
= MTPC'^r 4 ITDC**2
= ^TSC*>P * iTsn**2
NSC * 1
ITRR
ITGR__
ITDC
'
ITSC
+ ITRP**2
ITGP**2
ITDC**2
1TSC**2
NXvn( IVP) = NVvD( IvD)
N^'(V7) = NN(n7> 1
R°4^0(n7)
1
R D 4 « 0 ( ^, 7 )
6 p 4 q 0 ( fv 7 )
DC4flO ( N7 )
Sr^ftO ( N7 1
Mr4J^0 ( N7 )
( IRRf I )
ir ( (irf'UNT*7r)
iv/D=ivr*i
It" ( ICOUI T .(M-^*?) ) 3n?,3,3
PRINT nuT r^A'^'A pOR r^LL^CTCD 480 MU.
JO80 = 19^0 1
ir(MN(N7)
.FO, 0) GO Tn 6
G = ^^0(r:7) ^
D-460(n7)
$^•^^0(1^7) ^
MC^BO (n7) ^
ET. 97) ion
IRR( I
)
IPRC I)
IDC( I)
ISC( I )
IWC( I )
= 1
*ivn) ) 2*5. 26,26
§PCON
QPCHN
DCCnN
SCCON
MCCON
RPCON
6PC0N
BrCHN
SCCON
PP480 ( Kj7)
G^4 80 ( rj7 )
rC480 ( r:7)
sr480 (^-7)
1^0480(^7)
PRCON*pRCr
GRcON*GRcr
p^cON^nCcr
RRCGM, GRcn^ , FTC.. N'OW CONTaIN CCf'R. AMOUfMTS ToR FaCH RECEPTOR.
ToTPEC = pRco^*GRroN*nf:ro^*sccON
Rpppc = ( ppconi/tOTRfc ) no, 0
QCPFC =(GRcnN/TOTRFC)ViOO.O"
DrPFC =( nCCON/TOTRFC)Wi no.O
SCPFC = (S^CON'/tOTReC)'#i 00,0
TOTM = Mrv(N7)
_
RP7n A = pRCON/-rOTN -
-
8C'7UA = G^CHN/^OTN
DC70A = DCCON/tOTN
SC70A = SCCON/tOTN ... ...
115
QP4«0A
= np70A
Or4R0A = DC70A
SC4f^0A = SC70A
ir (1980 ,F0.
OVEP 490 MiC OF RCTTNA
Tu. rr . - - •- CORP, NUMBER or CELLSIMF Re,,,,,
L SPACE WiTMrUT REGARD ToR SECTION THJCKNESS
THIS I*? Thc AVF NUMpPR QP" CtLLSyV T AUPBArcnTlMfcs SECTlnN ThICK^FSS. OL D PP^^rJk * cCONTAINED I . - t LT ,Av_
7,0 • MPVD»MPVP / (49o.
7,0 «PVD*KPVD / (49o!
7,0 * f^RVD^MPVO / (4(5o[
7,0 MPVD*MPVD / (490,
?) no TO 4
XTMIK)
XTMIK)
XTHIK)
XTHIK)
OUTPUT STATpMENTS TfiT ONLY 480MU
Nd = ICOliNT*70
KVD = HU / ImPvD
"
(INCNT(N7)- .EO..JI) T,n.TO 22 _
CN'T = INC*n(N7) "
JI''L(N7) = ( iNLf N7)*7.n)/CKT
6'^ TO 15 — - - -
1^°ITE(61,2C3) *'U,Nn(n7). lON,RP4P0A,PRPFC.GR48nA,GRPEC.DC480A,
iDrpEc*sr480A,:;rDEc,KvD
FORMAT C1X,1N*. !5,iX, I?,iy,I2,lH*.4(13. F 4
, Q , IH* , 7x . IH* , 7x , 2H*»
)
M7 = N7 1
NM(N7) = 0
RP4aO C N7 ) = 0
QP4P0 ( N7 ) = 0
Dr480 f N7 ) = 0 -
Sr4P0 C N7 ) = 0
MCAfiO C K7 ) - 0-
ION = 0
I VCMT ( N7 ) = 0
I^'L(N7) = 0.0
6P TO 30?
PE^^CFkTa^AGfS And output pop COlLECtEC 98D COUNTS.
I'19/SO
R°CON =
QPCON =
DrcoN =
SrcnN =
MrcoN =
G°cnN =
DCCON =
SrcoN =
NrcON =
PRCON
11960
RP480
(
r=^4eo c
DC4P0
?C480 C
MC480
,1
7)
7)
7)
7)
7)
RP4BO (N7
G='4*?0 (N7
DC4«0 (^7
SC4«0(M7
MC4fl0 (N7
pPCON*pPCr
G^CON^nF'Cr
rccON*nCCF
sCcON*<;Ccr
r<ccON*v.ccr
,
^TC
. , NOW COVTA I*^
THTREn = RproN*GRCnN-.-DncoN*sccoN
RPPPC1 = (R='CON/tOTRfC) #100.0
G°PFC1=(G°CON/tCTReC)*iP0.0
D'"PFCl=(D^^CnN/TOTRFC)*ino.O
SrPECl= CSCcON/tOTReC)*! 00 .0
CODR, RECE=^TOR COUNTS FoR 980 MU,
tdtn =
RP70AA
QD70 A A
AA
SC70 AA
ft»9^0
A
6D960
DC960
Sr960A
iO80 =
NN(n7) * NN(N7
= =?RCON/TOTn . ..
= IPCQV'/TOTn
= DcCO^'/TOTn
s ^CCO^J/TOTn
1)
E'R70A A
GR70 A/.
P-C70AA
Sc70Aa
14
1^
1<
VPVD*MPVD
K'PVD^KPVD
mpvc*i^.pvd
mpvd^mpvd
/(9eO
/{9eo
/(9eo
XTHIK)
XTHIK)
-XTHIK)
XTHIK)
116
TI-UT
210
13
204
16
rn
( I
4
4
I
(* 1
GO
ONLY
K
00
Nil = ICOUNT*70
KVD = MU / iM^v/D
{ IMCNT (M7) FQ.
CMT = IMCNKN?;
INL(N7) r ( iNLf N7)»7.n")/CNT
THE AND 9R0 MU
0) no TO 13
Qn TO - • -
W=5
1
TE ( 61
, ) ^U,Nrg(N7) , inN,RP4pnA FyRPcr RPOaha DOnr^ ^ ^
FORMAT (:V,lH*.I5.iX.I?.iy,l2,lH»,4(n. F4 0 ,
i
llM*,7y,2H*0,7,,iM*,9V.lH^,M} '^'^^
N7 = M7 * 1 " '
N^'(NJ7) = 0
fiO4fl0CN7) =0
QD4flO(N7) = 0
DC4A0 (N7 ) z 0 " " ^
Sr4«0(N7) = 0
Nn480 ( N7 ) = 0 •
ION = 0
JNL(N7) = 0.0 • - -
a^'CNT(N7) = 0
GO TO 302
PE^CEf taGa:^zS
8KC0N
MCCON
fiOCOt;
QOCON
BCCON
SrCON
MCCON
f-^480 C
(-^4('^0 (
r''48o (
s':4«o f
A\D OiiTpuT
7) PK4f:in(^J7
7 ) n P 4 p f, ( ^' >
7) ^c4pn(^'7
7) SC4pr (M7
7 ) MC4pn ( N7
-1)
-1
)
-1
• 1
p^cnN*pRcr
G^CON*';RCr
["::coN*nccr
!^'"CON*<;CCr
f"'coN*'-'Ccr
-OW CONTAIN
collectfc
RR4e n (K7
^•R4en(NJ7
rc4e^ (N7
sc4en(N7
MC4en(N7
i<?6n
-2)
-2)
-2)
-2)
•2)
COUNTS.
RRrON,'=TC. CORP, RFcEfTcR COUNTS FOR iO60 MU
TCTREC = PRCO'^nRroN*ncrc^'*SCCU_N
Roppc =(^^^c^^/TOTRpc)1no.O
QDPRC =(G'-^COn/tOTReC)*i no.O
Drppc =(r^cON/TOT»FC)*i no.o
srppc =(5rcON/TOTRFC)'#i no.o
TOT^'2
RD70 A?
8^70 A2
DC70A?
Sr7nA2
Nr7n A?
RPl Q60
DC1960
5riO60
NNCN7) * NM(N7
= ^Rro'^'/T0TN2
= GRCO'J/TOTfj?
"
= ^cco''/ToT^2
^ ^CC0N/T0Tn2
= Mcco^'/TCT^l2
=K^7CA^ * ?fl.O
=G^70A? * ?8,0
=r"7UA
-
* 2e .
0
= S':70A? • ?8.0
=MC70A? • ^8.0
1> NN<N7
Mt>VO*MPvD
ypvr*MPvD
MPvn^KPvD
^<pv^•MPVD
MPVD*MPVD
IS OBTAIN pFRCpVT MC FUR
/< 1^60
1960 KUTH I s
t^tdec r RRro'^i*riKroN*nnrcN*sccoN*McccM
..t^CP^C ={MCcON/tOTReC);»i 00.0
OUTPUT STATEMENTS r'o^ 4 8 0 MU , " 9fl 0 Ml " A NC
NU = ICOUNT*70
XTMlK)
•XTMIK)
*XTWIK)
*XTMIK)
•XTMIK)
1960 'MU",
117
216
.-14
206
.17._
C
X-
6
215
18
205
19
7
8
9
(1NCNT(N7) EQ.
CMT = INC^'T(N7j
JNL(rg7)
= ( lNL(N7).7.n WCNT
0) GO TO 14
3Hrl«60,Mr;ORC.I^L(^7):K^D ' ^^96 n a . c CPEC 1
.
SCI 960
.
SCPRC
,
FORMAT (:X.lH*.15.iX,I?.iy,I2.1M..4(I^. r4 0 IH* IT
W/ = N/_*
^
1196 0 = ^ " —
fii ^' ( N 7 ) e 0
RC4P0(N7) . 0 '
^
8P4fiOCN7) =0
BC4^^0(N7) = 0
SC480 (N7j s_0_
JON = 0
iMCK'T(N7) =0
_
lMLfN7) = 0.0
60 TQ 302
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
Nil = ICOlMT
KVD = MU /
LTn-F \u NN(M7) = 0. ^
"
NK LINE-. EXCEPT . OP. h^g_ aaF_ I F 0P_ NEPvE.A 6L
*70
lM°vD
1^ ( INCNT(M7) FO,
CMT = lNiCNT(N7;
J^L(N7) = ( lNL(N7)*7.n)/CST
W'^ITE (61,215) *^U,NN(^J7),I0N,I^L(N7),KvP
j5,lX, I?,iy, I2,lM.,4(7X,ll-*,7x,lH»,7X,2M*0,7Xaw*,
0) r,n TO i«
FORMAT (:y,iH*
12V,F5,1,2X,1H*
8P TO 19
N^ITE (6:, 205)
FORMAT CX^IH*
19X, IH* , I <) _
^U,nN(N7), rON,KVD
I5,iX, I?.iX,l2,lM*,4(7Xah*,7x,lH*,7X,2H*0,7X,lM*.
,F0. 1) GO To 8
302
K (1980 .EO. 1 ) GO To 7
i<380 = 1
80 TO 9
ir (1196'
J1960 = 1
- GO TO 9
1980 = 0
il960 = 0
N7 = N7 1
N\'(N7) c 0
RP4fl0(N7) =
- GP480(N7) =
dC4f^0(N7) =
Sr480(N7) z
NC4P0(N7) =
JNCNT(N7) s
X^'L(N7) = 0
^ ION = 0
en TO 302
CONTINUE
118
WD
I T
MPlT
71
28
27
304
76
i;
1
1
li"
i I
i
4
i
( ^
m
= ^'''R^*^TGR*MTD^>'fSC
CHTG=5*100) / f-TTOT
/ nttot
/ N'TTOT
Nr,RP
NHGR
NHDC
NTTOT
WPRPEC =
SJGRDEC s
WncPEC = (MTDCIOO)
N<:CPEC = CmTSC.100)
Srso =(mtscso-mSq*mGsc**?)/nso
DnSO =(HTDcS0-MS0*Mf^'DC»*2>/NS0
6PS0 =
(
MT-rSq-^ S0*mGgR#»2>/NS0
Rpsn
MPITE
8PS0
Drsn
Srso
MO
I TE
(61 .209)
RF^Sq**0
R R Q * 0
MGRp,RRc;p,MGGR,GPSO,MGDc.CCSO,yGSC,SCSO,NSQ,
1 N'RPPECN^.RPEC.NDCpEc.N^CPBC
FORMAT (:V.1H*.11X.1H*.4(5HMEAN=, I3,4y.4f.MSE = ,F4.0,3x,2H*O.5x,l5'
1 7X,lH»,/ix.lM*,llx,lM,,4(8X,4HPEC=,13,8x,2H.i).l7x,lHO ' ^ ' '
IVDM = I VD "
"
-
-
-
BO 30 4 IVD
NOR(IVD) =
Mr,R(ivD) =
MDCtlVD) =
MTOT( IVP)
= i.ivdn
RRVr^C lVn)/NxvD( IVD) "
GRX-( lVn)/NxVD( IVD)
nC^-^C IVD)/NxVC< IVD) "~ "
SCX"( IVD)/HywD( IVD)
M^:D(IVD)*yG='( IVD)*MCC( IVC)*McC(IVD)
NPRPEC(IV^) = ( MRP ( I VD ) •lOG ) / MTOTflVC)
NGRPECClvD r fMGP(Ivn)*lOO) / mtOTHVC)
MnCPEC(IvD) = f MDC( Ivn)*lOO) / MTOTdVCi
rMSC( Ivn)»lOO) / MTOT( IVC)
• 1) 27,?7,?8
(rRXSqC IVn )-NXVD( I VD)*MRR( IvD)'*"*?) /( (NXVDC IVDJ-I)
NSCPEC( I v^) =
(NXVDC IvD)
NPRSDt I vr) =
1 * rj X V D ( I vO ) 5
NGRSDf I Vp) =
1 NXVDC IvD) )
MDCSDC IVD) s
1 NXVD( I VD) )
.
M?C?D( IVD) »
1 NXVD( IvD) )
NPRSD ( IVD =
NGRCDC IVD) =
NncSD( IVD) »
N«;CSDC I VP) =
ir (LCNK I VD)
<r,RxSoC IVn>-WXVD( I VD ) * MG R ( I V D ) • 2 ) / ( C NX vD ( 1 vD ) -1
)
(nCxsQ( ivn)-*JxvD( ivd)*mcC( tvD)**2)/( (Nxvn( IvD)-i>
( 9CXSo'( IVDV-HXVDriVD)*MSC71vD)**2)/( (NXVD( lvD)-l)
MrRSDc IvD)«*0;5
McRsn( 1 vn>**o,5
_
MpCSD( Ivn)**9,5
'
M<:CSD( !VD)**0,5
.
EQ, 0) GO TO"304
LINL(IVD) = (LlNLClVDW7) / LCNT(IvO)
CONTINUE
WRITE ((^li76)
FORMAT (: X, 0 ( iM*, Ix. 1 Wx. 2X.2HSE, 2 X.2h PC J 2X,1H^J))
IF (LVD .EO, 2
MPITE (61,70)
1 1 , I VDN)
WRITE (61,70)
1 1, ! VDN)
WRITE (61 ,70)
1. 1, ! VDN)
WRITE (61,70)
1 1,!VDN)
) Go TO ?
(MRr( ivn) #^RRSD( I 'vH) ,KPfiPEC'( IVD) , NXvD( 1 vD)7 IVD ~«
IVD •(MGR(IVn)#MGRSD(lVD),r'GfiPEC(lVD)#NXvD(lVD).
(MDc< IVn),MDCSD( IVD)iKDcPEC( I VD ) , NX vD (
I
VD ) , IVD «
(M5;c( iVDT,MSCSD('l VD)',MSCPEC( IVD) #NXvD( I vl) VD~»
119
70
77
2
78
305
lOOO
12 IX. 12))
IVC = 1, IVDN)
E PR MAT (1X,9(1(-*,I3, r-J O.IY.,^ ,
FORMAT (:v,9(1m*,3x,I4'.3x;I3))
D n 3 0 5 I V D 3 1 . I V Dm
WRITE (fi .7P) «=^R(lVD)-.MRRSD(IVD>.KRfiPEC(IVD),NXVD(lvn).MGH(lvD).
lNGRSD(Ivr).MG9pEC(lVD>.NXVD(IVD),McC(IvD).MDCSD(IVD),MDCPEC(IvD
2Nyvn(lVD),MSC(lVD).MSCsn(IVD),MSCPEC(IvD),NXVD(IVD). '
3LINL ( IVD) ,LCNT( IVD)
EORMaT (1
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STOP-
END
v.4(lM*. l3.p4^n,lX.I2,lX. I2),1H.,3X,I4.3X. 13)
FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 7
Output from a section which was counted for photo-
receptor density. The column furthest to the left
indicates the distance in microns between the
consecutive averages while the column furthest to
the right indicates the same distance in terms of
visual degree. The first column under the headings
490MU, 980MU, and 1960MU is the density of that
receptor type/visual degree and the second column
is the proportion of that receptor for the particular
region. The bottom set of numbers indicates the
density of each receptor type (x) averaged over 20
degrees of retina. Section was read nasal-temporal.
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 8
Figure 8. Output from a second section indicating the photo
receptor output. Section was read temporal
-nasal
See Figure 7 for details.
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FACE PAGE FOR FIGURE 9
Figure 9. Density/visual degree^ for each of the four categories
of Table 6 plotted along their respective regions of the
ganglion cell topography map.
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FACE PAGE FOR TABLE 6
Table 6. Density of the double cone population of the species
Bufo marinus
,
averaged over 20 degrees of retina.
Column A is the density/visual degree^ for that average
and Column B is the number of separate counts that are
included in each of the 20-degree averages.
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